
MONTEREY COUNTY ZONING ADMINISTRATOR

Meeting : December 9,2010 Time : 3 :00 Agenda Item No .: 9
Project Description : Combined Development Permit to allow the expansion of an existing winery
(PLN970170). The expansion will consist of: 1) a Use Permit for a new 87,200 square foot pino t
noir processing plant and barrel storage room and a 5,100 square foot administrative office : 2) a
Use Permit to allow a reduction in parking spaces to 47 from 169 spaces and : 3) a Variance to
allow an increase in height to 46 feet from 45 feet .

Project Location : 37300 Doud Road, Soledad
APN: 183-021-015-000

Planning File Number : PLN080089
Owner : Jackson Family Investments I I
LLC
Agent : Jackson Family Wines, Inc .

Planning Area : Central Salinas Area Plan Flagged and staked : Yes

Zoning Designation : F/40 "Farmlands, 40 acre minimum "
CEQA Action : Adopt the Mitigated Negative Declaration

Department : RMA - Planning Department

RECOMMENDATION :
Staff recommends that the Zoning Administrator adopt a resolution (Exhibit C) to :

1) Adopt Mitigated Negative Declaration per (CEQA) Guidelines Section 15070 ;
2) Approve PLN080089, based on the findings and evidence and subject to th e

conditions of approval (Exhibit C) and;
3) Adopt the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (Exhibit C)

PROJECT OVERVIEW :
The Jackson Family Investments II LLC, are requesting to expand their existing Montere y
County operation to include a 87,200 square foot pinot noir processing plant and barrel storag e
room with a 5,100 square foot administrative office . Due to the seasonal nature of the operation ,
the applicant is also requesting a reduction in parking from 169 spaces to 47 spaces . To provide
architectural consistency with the adjacent winery buildings, the applicant is requesting a
variance for an increase in height for the structure from 45 feet to 46 feet .

Pursuant to the Guidelines of the 'California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), an Initial Stud y
was prepared and found potential impacts to aesthetics, agricultural and forest resources, ai r
quality, geology and soils, greenhouse gas emissions, hazard/hazardous materials ,
hydrology/water quality, and transportation. These issues were found to be less than significan t
with conditions of approval and a Mitigated Negative Declaration was filed on June 23, 2010 .
See Exhibit B for further discussion .

OTHER AGENCY INVOLVEMENT : The following agencies and departments reviewed thi s
project :

RMA - Public Works Department
Parks Department
Environmental Health Bureau
Water Resources Agency

J

	

Mission Soledad Fire Protection District

Agencies that submitted comments are noted with a check mark (" i") .Conditions of approval
have been incorporated into the Condition Compliance/Mitigation Monitoring and Reportin g
Plan attached as Exhibit 1 to the draft resolution (Exhibit C) .
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The property was not referred to a LUAC because no LUAC exists for the Central Salinas Are a
Plan.

Note: The decision on this project is appealable to the Planning Commission .

/S/ Valerie Negrete

Valerie Negrete, Assistant ' la n*- r
(831) 755-5227, negretev@co .monterey .ca.us
(November 29, 2010)

cc: Front Counter Copy; Zoning Administrator; Monterey Regional Fire Protection District ;
Public Works Department; Parks Department; Environmental Health Bureau; Water
Resources Agency; Taven Kinison Brown, Planning Services Manager; Valerie
Negrete, Project Planner; Carol Allen, Senior Secretary ; Jackson Family Estates ,
Owner; Michael Imbriani, Agent ; Planning File PLN08008 9

Attachments: Exhibit A

	

Project Data Sheet
Exhibit B

	

Project Discussion
Exhibit C

	

Draft Resolution, including :
1. Conditions of Approval and Mitigation Monitoring an d

Reporting Program
2. Site Plan, Floor Plan and Elevation s

Exhibit D

	

Vicinity Map
Exhibit E

	

Justification Letter for a Variance
Exhibit F

	

Mitigated Negative Declaration
Exhibit G

	

Comments on Mitigated Negative Declaration
Exhibit H

	

Applicant Correspondence Regarding Production Dat a
Exhibit I

	

Comment from Jean Getchell dated November 15, 201 0

This report was reviewed by Taven Kinison Brown, Planning Services Manager (
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Exhibit A
Project Information for Jackson Family Investments II LL C

(PLN080089)

Project Title : Jackson Family
Investments II LL C

Location : 37300 Doud Road ,
Soledad

Applicable Plan : Central Salinas A P
Permit Type: Use Permit

Environmental Mitigated Negativ e
Status : Declaratio n

Advisory None
Committee :

Project Site Data :

Lot Size : 421 acres Coverage Allowed : 10 %
Coverage Proposed: .014%

Existing Structures (sf) : 180,700 sq ft
Proposed Structures (sf) : 87,000 sq ft Height Allowed : 30'

Height Proposed: 15 '
Total Square Feet : 267,700 sq ft

FAR Allowed :
FAR Proposed :

NA
NA

Resource Zones and Report s

Environmentally Sensitive No Erosion Hazard Zone: Moderate
Habitat :

Botanical Report #: NA Soils/Geo. Report # LIB080207
Forest Mgt. Report #: NA, No tree Geologic Hazard IV

Archaeological Sensitivity Zone :
Archaeological Report #:

remova l

Low
NA

Zone :
Geologic Report #:

Traffic Report # :

NA

L1B08028 9

Fire Hazard Zone : High

Other Information :

Water Source : Well Sewage Disposal Septic

Water District/Company : Private Well
(method) :

Sewer District Name : NA
Fire District : Mission/ Grading (cubic yds) : 10,800 c/y

Soledad
Tree Removal (Count/Type) : No Tree

Remova l
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Primary APN : 183-021-015-
000

Coastal Zone : Inland

Zoning : F/40
Plan Designation : Farmland s

Final Actio n
Deadline :



EXHIBIT B
DISCUSSION

Introduction
The site is approximately 421 acres, 300 acres of which are planted vineyards, located at 3730 0
Doud Road in Soledad. Surrounding land uses are agricultural and vineyards with some single
family residences . The site is predominantly vineyards and comprised of 12 acres of suppor t
facilities. The site runs parallels to Highway 101 and is approximately 2 miles south of the Cit y
of Soledad .

Figure 1 : Aerial of Kendall Jackson winery and Highway 10 1

The winery has experienced success and growth over the last 14 years and the Monterey County
winery accounts for at least 35% of Kendall Jackson's overall production . The winery addition i s
needed in order to increase the winery's capacity and expand their existing operations . The
subject application is for a Combined Development Permit which includes a Use Permit for th e
expansion, a Use Peiinit for a reduction in parking spaces from 169 spaces to 47 spaces and a
Variance for the addition to exceed the height of the district .

Use Permit for Expansion
The applicants were approved for a 194,800 square foot wine production and storage facilit y
under Use Permit PLN970170 . A Negative Declaration was prepared and adopted on July 30 ,
1997. To date, the winery has built 180,700 square feet of winery, storage and administrativ e
facilities . The applicants are requesting to construct an 87,200 square foot pinot noir processing
plant and barrel storage room with a 5,100 square foot administrative office (shown in Figure 2
below). The expansion will sit directly to the north of the existing 194,800 square foot facility
and will use an additional four to five acres of vineyards (2%) of the existing 300 acres o f
vineyards on the site.

According to data provided by the Monterey County Vintners and Growers Association, a typical
two (2) million-case full-scale winery could cover a total of approximately 410,000 square fee t
of surface area with 300,000 square feet of building coverage (GP 2 .3) . This Use Permit wil l
increase the size of the winery and will be less than a typical full scale winery however it wil l
increase the storage capacity of the winery . In total, the expansion will bring the winery to
approximately 282,000 square feet of surface area .
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Figure 2: Layout of Winery Additio n

The proposed barrel and tank room are primarily storage type uses and will not increase th e
number of overall full time employees on site. No new utilities are proposed as part of th e
project and no utility relocation will be required as a result of the proposed winery expansion .
Water is provided by an existing well on site and sewage disposal is provided by an on-site
treatment system with individual septic tanks for employee facilities . The proposed construction
will not cause a substantial increase nor exceed the capacity of these utilities and services .

Style and Design
The expansion will mirror the size and bulk of the adjacent building, Building B. Materials and
treatment will be comprised of concrete walls and metal roofing with missionary styl e
architecture to match the existing winery facade. Colors consist of clay brownish beige an d
weathered brick red and there will be no new signage proposed for the addition . To ensure the
visual plain of the expansion , and preserve conversion of additional farmlands the applicant i s
requesting a variance for height .
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Lighting
To protect against substantial light related nuisances, a standard Monterey County condition o f
approval (Condition 9) will be applied to require submittal of exterior- lighting plans showin g
proposed wattage, location, and fixtures to be used . The lights are required to be down-lit to
illuminate only the area intended and to fully control off site glare .

Use Permit to Reduce Parkin g
Monterey County Code Section 21 .58.010 requires the project to provide 169 spaces for the
proposed 87,200 square foot pinot noir processing plant, barrel storage room and 5,100 square
foot administrative office . Currently the winery provides 86 parking spaces . The proposed 4 7
parking spaces for the expansion will be located along the barrel and tank rooms. Because mos t
of the addition is used for fermentation and storage, additional parking will not be needed .
Under the provision of Monterey County Code Section 21 .58 .050 an applicant can request a
reduction in the required spaces . Staff must find that a reduction in parking will be adequate t o
accommodate all parking needs generated by the use, or that additional parking is not necessar y
because of specific features of the use, site, or site vicinity . With the addition, at the wineries
peak, a total of approximately 135 employees will be at the site . Typically, agricultural workers
park alongside the vineyards closest to their work area therefore ample parking already exists .
Of the approximately 135 employees, at least 70 of these employees are at the site seasonall y
between September through early November. Due to the seasonal nature of the operation 169
spaces are not needed . By reducing the number of parking spaces from 169 spaces to 47 spaces ,
the winery will be able to preserve more vineyards .

Variance
In 1998, the winery was granted a variance for height, PLN970559, in order to increase th e
winery's height from 35 feet to 46 feet . In order to ensure the expansion will blend in with the
existing winery and to reduce the amount of vineyards converted, the applicant is requesting a
variance. With the adoption of the new General Plan, there is now an "Agricultural and Winery
Corridor Plan" which specifies specific design criteria for winery processing facilities . Initially,
the applicant was requesting a variance from the district height limitation of 35 feet to 46 feet .
However, policy 3 .5 A.C. C. states "The maximum height of structures ' associated with a winery
facility shall be 35 feet . Structural height may be increased to 45 feet without a variance to
accommodate processing facilities ." In this case, the structural height of the building is 44 feet
and the facade will sit at 46 feet . The subject variance is a request to extend the height of th e
structure by 1 foot, 8 inches over the allowed height of 45 feet .

Figure 4 : Height of Expansion
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Pursuant to Monterey County Code Section 21 .72 modifications to height of structures may b e
considered by a variance, if three (3) findings can must be made .

1. The first is that because of special circumstances applicable to subject property, includin g
size, shape, topography, location or surroundings, the strict application of this Title i s
found to deprive subject property of privileges enjoyed by other properties in the vicinit y
and under identical zone classification .

In this case, a variance would not constitute a grant of special circumstances. The site is
designated as prime farmlands and further removal of vineyards would be converted if th e
building was at the district height of 35 feet . Preservation of prime farmlands is a policy both in
our 1984 General Plan and our new 2007 General Plan policy AG-1 .4 states "Viable agricultural
land uses, including ancillary and support uses and facilities on farmland designated as Prime, o f
Statewide Importance, Unique, or of Local Importance shall be conserved, enhanced and
expanded through agricultural land use designations and encouragement of large lot agricultura l
zoning, except as provided in a Community Plan . Agriculture shall be established as the top lan d
use priority for guiding further economic development on agricultural lands" . By continuing t o
design a taller structure, less Prime farmlands would be absorbed . General Plan policy AG-2 . 4
specifies "Agriculture-related enterprises and agricultural support uses shall be sited and
designed to minimize the loss of productive agricultural lands and to minimize impacts on
surrounding land uses" . The increase height will lessen encroachment onto prime 'farmlands an d
further the purposes and goals of the General Plan . In addition the site is not listed as a visual or
scenic corridor and a taller structure would not damage any designated scenic resources rather
the height will provide a consistent visual plain .

2. Secondly, that the variance would not constitute a grant of special privileges inconsisten t
with the limitations upon other properties in the vicinity and zone in which such propert y
is situated .

Prior to this variance request, Kendall Jackson was approved a variance for the architectura l
tower adjacent to this building under PLN970559 . Similar variance requests have been granted t o
nearby wineries, for example Scheid vineyards, was granted a variance to exceed the 35 foo t
height limit to construct a 44 foot tall tank structure for exterior tanks under PLN060159 . Scheid
vineyards was also granted a variance to exceed the 35 foot height limit to 44 feet for a
fermentation and wine storage building, under PLN040608 . The granting of this variance woul d
not award the property a privilege inconsistent with the limitations upon neighboring properties .
Furthermore, the new General Plan's Agricultural and Winery Corridor Plan policy 3 .5 A.C. C .
states "a maximum height of structures associated with a winery facility shall be 35 feet .
Structural height may be increased to 45 feet without a variance to accommodate processin g
facilities" . The subject request is to exceed the height limit by one foot over what is allowed i n
the winery corridor. In this case, the 46 foot height would mirror the other structures on the
property .

3. Lastly, staff must find that the variance would not be granted for a use or activity whic h
is not otherwise expressly authorized by the zone regulation governing the parcel o f
property .

An agricultural processing plant is an allowed use in the farmlands designation and a previou s
permit, PLN970170, was approved to allow up to 194,800 square feet of wine production an d
storage facilities with a Negative Declaration which was adopted on July 30, 1997 by the Zonin g
Administrator which analyzed the initial construction of the facility including a future office
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expansion and visitor serving uses . The General Plan further encourages the development of th e
wine industry and this property is located within Monterey County's Wine Corridor and General
Plan policy AG-4 .1 states "In order to promote the continuation and economic viability of th e
agricultural industry, development of a fully integrated wine industry incorporating cultivation ,
processing, marketing, sales, and tourism to fully utilize the wine grape production of the County
shall be supported". The proposed use is consistent with the General Plan and zoning
regulations .

CEQA Analysi s
The original Use Permit, PLN020316, analyzed the initial construction of the facility including a
future office expansion and visitor serving uses however the previous environmental review di d
not analyze the proposed expansion or changes in traffic patterns that have occurred since then .
Additionally, impacts that could not have been anticipated for an expansion such as aesthetics ,
agricultural, air quality, geology, greenhouse gases, hazardous materials, hydrology, an d
transportation .

A Draft Mitigated Negative Declaration ("MND") for PLN080089 was prepared in accordanc e
with CEQA and circulated for public review from June 23, 2010 to July 23, 2010 (SCH #
2010061071) . Issues that were analyzed in the Draft Mitigated Negative Declaration ("MND" )
include: aesthetics, agricultural and forest resources, air quality, geology and soils, greenhous e
gas emissions, hazard/hazardous materials, hydrology/water quality, and transportation .

Less than significant impacts have been identified for the following categories :

Aesthetics :
The structure can be seen from Highway 101 . However, the property is not located in a Scenic
Vista or designated Scenic Corridor . The missionary style architecture has been carefull y
designed to emulate the existing winery structures in shape, size and bulk . Colors will be earth
beige with off white trims;

Agricultural and Forest Resources :
The proposed expansion will not convert prime agricultural lands but will involve the removal o f
approximately 1 .23 acres of existing vineyards . The applicant has proposed a reduction in
parking spaces required in order to reduce additional paving for parking. Due to the nature of th e
operation and seasonal need for parking, staff is in support of a reduction in parking spaces . With
a reduction in parking spaces needed, the project has been designed to reduce any potentia l
significant impacts to agricultural resources ;

Air Quality :
The project involves the construction of a new 87,200 square foot detached pinot noir processing
.plant and barrel storage room a 5,100 square feet of office space with grading of approximatel y
10,800 cubic yards of earth movement . The project would not permanently conflict with or
obstruct with the implementation of Air Quality Management Plan . Prior to issuance of building
and grading permits the applicant shall submit a plan to implement Best Available Constructio n
Management Plan (BACMP) prepared by a qualified construction manager or contracto r
utilizing MBUAPCD standards. Staff worked with the Monterey Bay Unified Air Pollution
Control District proceeding the Initial Study based on comments received during the circulation
period (See discussion Public Comment on the MND section below) . During fermentation red
wine emits 6.2 lbs ethanol per 1000 gallons ; white wine emits 2 .5 lbs ethanol per 1000 gal s
(source: California Air Resources Board, 2005) . During aging in wood cooperage 2 .5% of the
ethanol evaporates . There are negligible emissions from aging in stainless steel tanks (source :
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California Air Resources Board, 1992) . The greenhouse gas, CO2, is emitted during fermentation
and the emission factor is 882 lb C02/1000 gallons for red wine and 819 lb C02/1000 gallons
for white wine . The conclusions contained in the Initial Study did not change and it was
determined that no additional conditions or mitigations were needed .

• Geology and Soils :
Geology and Soil Resource impacts were considered less than significant impacts and n o
mitigations were required for these issues . However, implementation of conditions of approval
will be included to assure compliance with all of the recommendations contained in the geologi c
report (Condition 11) .

• Greenhouse Gas Emissions :
Although the proposed project will create a temporary impact to air quality caused b y
construction activities, the result of the project will not increase the baseline amount of GHG' s
emitted prior to the project. As these were considered less than significant impacts, no
mitigations were required for these issues . However, implementation of conditions of approval
will be included to assure compliance with County requirements .

•Hazardous and Hazardous Materials :
As an agricultural processing plant, certain chemicals such as sulfur dioxide, citric acid, 440K ,
Chloro 2-3-1, Tataric Acid, Bentonite, and Sodium Percardobante will be stored on the site .
None of these chemicals are considered hazardous and are chemicals found in any household .
As these were considered less than significant and no mitigations were required for these issues .

•Hydrology/Water Quality :
Wash water, crushing waste and processing wastes will comprise the bulk of discharge
wastewater . In addition to compliance to the facility's ongoing General WDR Permit from the
CRWQCB, the Environmental Health Depai Intent has reviewed the expansion and is requiring a
standard condition of approval to comply with adopted codes and ordinances pertaining to wate r
quality. Hydrology and water quality were considered less than significant impacts and n o
mitigations were required for these issues .

• Transportation and Traffic :
There are two ways to enter .the winery from Highway 101 and Arroyo Secco Road and throug h
the Doud Road exit from Highway 101 . A traffic report prepared by Higgins and Associate s
concluded that the winery and winery addition corridors are operating at acceptable levels . As a
safety measure a mitigation to provide ongoing employee training and awareness will verify tha t
Doud Road and Highway 101 are not used by winery traffic .

Public Comment on the MND :
During the circulation period of the "MND" staff received a total of three comment letters . The
first letter staff received was a letter from Land Watch dated July 6, 2010 discussing Air Quality
and Water sections of the Initial Study. The second and third comments were received fro m
Monterey Bay Unified Air Pollution Control District .

Comment Summary :
LandWatch contends that the project includes stationary sources of air pollution related t o
fermenting and aging and further VOC emissions should be quantified and compared to th e
District's thresholds of significance . In addition, "Consistency of the project with the Air Qualit y
Management Plan should be based on whether or not project VOC emissions have bee n
accommodated in the emission forecasts" . LandWatch did not believe the Initial Study analyzed
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PMIO emissions and other criteria pollutants in the report . Lastly, LandWatch would like to poin t
out that the District is non-attainment for the State standard due to Entrained road used fro m
unpaved non-agricultural roads (22 .64%), prescribed bums (17 .40%), agricultural tilling
(15 .68%) and fugitive windblown dust from agricultural land (15 .10%) comprise the top four
sources of these emissions not due to grading and motor vehicle emissions as the Initial Study
surmises . For Water, LandWatch believed the document failed to quantify project water demand
but yet finds the addition will have no impact on groundwater supplies and that water demand
should be quantified, and the project's cumulative impact on the Salinas Valley Groundwater
basin should be evaluated".

Staff Response to Landwatch 's Letter :
The project has been in operation since 1997 and has an active Permit to Operate with the Air
Quality District . As required for their Permit to Operate, Kendall Jackson submits, for eac h
fermentation batch a record of the number of wines and by wine type as either red or white wine .
Further, with regard to the Water section, the project is located within the area of special benefi t
for the Salinas Valley Water Project known as Zone 2C . Based upon hydrologic modeling that
included population growth and water demand projections in the Salinas Valley to the year 2030 ,
the Monterey County Water Resources Agency considers this area to be a balanced groundwate r
basin with a long term water supply . Therefore, the impact is considered less than significant .

Comment :
The Monterey Bay Unified Quality Control District raised concerns about the quantity o f
production or red and white wine and whether or not the air emissions attributed to each varieta l
were properly analyzed. A second correspondence was received from the Air District and
concluded that "District permits would mitigate any adverse air quality impacts the project' s
stationary sources might have . "

Staff's Response to MBUAPCD :
Staff worked with the Air District and gathered addition information from the applican t
regarding the exact quantity of red and white wine production and that the CEQA thresholds di d
not change and a re-circulation of the document was not necessary .

Conclusion
Based on resource information contained in the Central Salinas Area Plan, Monterey County
Zoning Ordinance (Title 21), the Monterey County Geographic Information System, applicatio n
materials site visit, staff finds that this project has no outstanding issues .
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EXHIBIT C
DRAFT RESOLUTION

Before the Zoning Administrator in and for th e
County of Monterey, State of California

In the matter of the application of:
Jackson Family Investments II LLC (PLN080089 )
RESOLUTION NO. ----
Resolution by the Monterey County Hearing Body :
1) Adopt Mitigated Negative Declaration per

(CEQA) Guidelines Section 15070 ;
2) Approve a Combined Development Permit to

allow the expansion of an existing winery
(PLN970170). The expansion will consist of; 1) a
Use Permit for a new 87,200 square foot pino t
noir processing plant and barrel storage room an d
a 5,100 square foot administrative office ; 3) a
Use Permit to allow a reduction in parking space s
to 47 whereas Monterey County Code require s
169 spaces and; 4) a Variance to allow an
increase in height to 46 feet.

(PLN080089, Jackson Family Investments II LLC ,
37300 Doud Road, Soledad, Central Salinas Are a
Plan (APN : 183-021-015-000)

The Jackson Family Investments H LLC (Kendall Jackson) application (PLN080089) came
on for public hearing before the Monterey County Zoning Administrator on December 9 ,
2010. Having considered all the written and documentary evidence, the administrativ e
record, the staff report, oral testimony, and other evidence presented, the Hearing Bod y
finds and decides as follows :

FINDINGS

1 . FINDING: CONSISTENCY - The Project, as conditionèd, is consistent with th e
applicable plans and policies which designate this area as appropriat e
for development .

EVIDENCE : a) During the course of review of this application, the project has bee n
reviewed for consistency with the text, policies, and regulations in :

- the Mo'nterey County 2010 General Plan and 1984 General Plan;
- Central Salinas Area Plan ;
- Monterey County Zoning Ordinance Title 2 1

No conflicts were found to exist .
b) The property is located at 37300 Doud Road, Soledad (Assessor' s

Parcel Number 183-021-015-000, Central Salinas Area Plan . The parcel
is zoned F/40 "Farmlands, 40 acre minimum", which allows an
agricultural processing plant (winery) . Therefore, the project is an
allowed land use for this site .

c) The project is an expansion to an existing winery which includes th e
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construction of an approximate 87,000 square foot pinot noir processing
plant with office and barrel storage room, with a 5,100 square foot
administrative office and the addition of 47 new parking spaces . To
provide architectural consistency with the adjacent attached winer y
buildings, the applicant is also requesting a variance for an increase i n
height for the structure from 45 feet to 46 feet . The expansion will sit
directly to the north of the existing 194,800 square foot facility and will
use an additional four to five acres of vineyards (2%) of the existing 30 0
acres of vineyards on the site . The facility will be capable of producin g
an estimated 2,300,000 cases of wine per year from 32,000 tons o f
grapes.

d) The applicants were approved for a 194,800 square foot win e
production and storage facility under Use Permit PLN970170 . A
Negative Declaration was prepared and adopted on July 30, 1997 . To
date, the winery has built 180,700 square feet of winery, storage an d
administrative facilities .

e) A Mitigated Negative Declaration ("MND") was prepared to analyze
the environmental effects of the winery addition . The Draft MND was
circulated from June 23, 2010 'to July 23, 2010 . Three comments were
received during the review period; however the recommendations in th e
MND did not change as a result .

f) The project planner conducted a site inspection on April 4, 2009 t o
verify that the project on the subject parcel conforms to the plans liste d
above .

g) Parking Standards . According to Monterey County Code the propose d
project require 169 parking spaces for the establishment of an
approximate 87,000 square foot pinot noir processing plant with offic e
and barrel storage room with a 5,100 square foot administrative office .
Monterey County Code Section 21 .58 .050 .E C. allows a deviation from
the Parking Standards by a Use Permit where in cases certain which,
due to the unusual characteristics of a use or its immediate vicinity, do
not necessitate the number of parking spaces, type of design, o r
improvements required by this Chapter . In this case, reduced parking
will be adequate to accommodate all parking needs generated by the us e
and additional parking is not necessary because of specific features o f
the use, site, or site vicinity . The applicant is requesting a Use Permit to
construct a total of 47 spaces instead of 169 spaces in order to reduc e
the amount of agricultural land (vineyards) being converted . In addition,
the temporary nature of the winery does not necessitate the need t o
provide parking for staff on site during the year .

h) Variance for height. General Plan 2007 policy 3 .5 A.C . C . states "The
maximum height of structures associated with a winery facility shall b e
35 feet. Structural height may be increased to 45 feet without a varianc e
to accommodate processing facilities ." The structural height of the
building is 44 feet and the facade will sit at 46 feet . In 1997, the winery
received approval for a variance (PLN970559) in order to deviate fro m
the F/40 zoning districts height limitation of 35 feet for a tower featur e
that sits directly in front of the administrative office and tank building .
The addition will match the existing structures in design, bulk and
height, therefore a height variance is requested in order to ensure a
consistent project design and further protect viable agricultural lan d
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from being covered by structures . By allowing a taller building, les s
viable agricultural land would be covered in structure and limit th e
amount of vineyards removed from operation . A variance in height will
eliminate the need to remove approximately 31,600 square feet o f
structure out of productive farmlands on the site . To extend the
architectural consistency that the winery already has, a variance i s
requested to continue to allow a taller facade . Overall, with the
reduction of parking to accommodate the seasonal use of the property
and the design of a taller building, the project has been designed to
further preserve the need for the removal of additional acres o f
fatinland . _
The project was not referred to the Central Salinas Land Use Advisory
Committee (LUAC) for review because no LUAC existed for this area .
The application, project plans, and related support materials submitted
by the project applicant to the Monterey County RMA - Plannin g
Department for the proposed development found in Project Fil e
PLN080089 .

2 .

	

FINDING:

	

SITE SUITABILITY - The site is physically suitable for the us e
proposed .

EVIDENCE : a) The project has been reviewed for site suitability by the followin g
departments and agencies : RMA - Planning Department, Missio n
Soledad Fire Department, Public Works, Parks Department ,
Environmental Health, and California Regional Water Quality Contro l
Board;

There has been no indication from these departments/agencies that the
site is not suitable for the proposed development . Conditions
recommended have been incorporated .

b) Staff identified potential impacts to Traffic, Geology, and Agricultura l
Resources . Technical reports by outside consultants indicated that there
are no physical or environmental constraints that would indicate that th e
site is not suitable for the use proposed . County staff independently
reviewed these reports and concurs with their conclusions. The
following reports have been prepared:

a. "Traffic Impact Analysis . Monterey Winery Doud Road
Site ", Higgins Associates Civil and Traffic Engineers, Inc .
dated May 21, 1997 .

"Supplementary Traffic Analysis Report "(LIB080289)
Higgins Associates Civil Traffic Engineers, dated March 28 ,
2008 .

c. Letter . "Supplement to Traffic Analysis Report dated Marc h
28, 2008" Hatch Mott and McDonald (formerly Higgin s
Associates Civil Traffic Engineers), dated June 24, 200 9

d. "Soils Engineer Report Kendall Jackson Winery" Earth
Systems Consultants, dated July 2, 1997 .

e. "Geotechnical Soils-Foundation & Geoseismic Report "
(LIB080287) Grice Engineering and Geology Inc, date d
February 2008 . .

f. "Interim Report of Soils Engineering Investigation" Earth
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Systems Consultants, dated May 21, 1997 .

g. "Notice of Intent to Comply with General" (LIB080290)
Kennedy/Jenks Consultants, dated April 4, 2008 .

h. "Wastewater Management System Description" Summi t
Engineering Inc, dated May 21, 199 7

c) Staff conducted a site inspection on April 2, 2009 to verify that the sit e
is suitable for this use .

d) The application, project plans, and related support materials submitte d
by the project applicant to the Monterey County RMA - Plannin g
Department for the proposed development found in Project Fil e
PLN080089 .

3 . FINDING: HEALTH AND SAFETY - The establishment, maintenance, or
operation of the project applied for will not under the circumstances of
this particular case be detrimental to the health, safety, peace, morals ,
comfort, and general welfare of persons residing or working in the
neighborhood of such proposed use, or be detrimental or injurious t o
property and improvements in the neighborhood or to the genera l
welfare of the County .

EVIDENCE : a) The project was reviewed by RMA - Planning Department, Missio n
Soledad Fire Department, Public Works, Parks Department ,
Environmental Health, and California Regional Water Quality Contro l
Board ;

The respective departments/agencies have recommended conditions ,
where appropriate, to ensure that the project will not have an adverse
effect on the health, safety, and welfare of persons either residing o r
working in the neighborhood.

b) Necessary public facilities exist . Water is provided by an existing well
on site and sewage disposal is provided by an on-site treatment syste m
with individual septic tanks for employee facilities . The proposed
construction will not cause a substantial increase nor exceed the
capacity of these utilities and services .

c) Preceding findings and supporting evidence for PLN080089 . See also
proceeding Evidence #1 and #2 .

	

4 .

	

FINDING:

	

NO VIOLATIONS - The subject property is in compliance with al l
rules and regulations pertaining to zoning uses, subdivision, and any
other applicable provisions of the County's zoning ordinance . No
violations exist on the property .

EVIDENCE : a) Staff reviewed Monterey County RMA - Planning Department and
Building Services Department records and is not aware of any
violations existing on subject property .

b) Staff conducted a site inspection on April 4, 2009 and researched
County records to assess if any violation exists on the subject property .

c) There are no known violations on the subject parcel .
d) The application, plans and supporting materials submitted by the projec t

applicant to the Monterey County Planning Department for the
proposed development are found in Project File PLN080089 .

	

5 .

	

FINDING :

	

CEQA (Mitigated Neg Dec) - On the basis of the whole record before
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the Monterey County Zoning Administrator, there is no substantial
evidence that the proposed project as designed, conditioned an d
mitigated, will have a significant effect on the environment . The
Mitigated Negative Declaration reflects the independent judgment an d
analysis of the County .

EVIDENCE : a) Public Resources Code Section 21080 .d and California Environmenta l
Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines Section 15064 .a.1 require
environmental review if there is substantial evidence that the projec t
may have a significant effect on the environment .

b) The Monterey County Planning Department prepared an Initial Study
pursuant to CEQA. The Initial Study is on file in the offices of the
Planning Department and is hereby incorporated by referenc e
(PLN080089) .

c) The Initial Study identified several potentially significant effects, bu t
the applicant has agreed to proposed mitigation measures that avoid the
effects or mitigate the effects to a point where clearly no significan t
effects would occur . The Initial Study is on file in the RMA-Plannin g
Department and is hereby incorporated by reference (PLN080089) .

d) Issues that were analyzed and required mitigation in the Mitigate d
Negative Declaration include : air quality and traffic and transportation .

e) Air Quality - The project includes an expansion of approximatel y
87,000 square feet for a pinot noir processing plant, barrel storage roo m
and office to an existing winery . There is a potential for the
construction related air quality impacts associated with grading and
building to be released in the environment . Tôtal cut and fill for the
addition is approximately 10,800 cubic yards of earth movement .
Grading activities will occur over a period of weeks and will not excee d
the threshold of 2 .2 acres per day . Although the threshold will not b e
exceeded, grading activities have the potential to create short-ter m
construction related impacts . A Mitigation Measure has been
incorporated to reduce the potential impacts caused by construction to a
less-than-significant level . The applicant, in consultation with a
construction manager, shall establish a Best Available Construction
Management Plan (BACMP) per MBUAPCD standards and shal l
implement the following special conditions prior to grading and shal l
also be included in the General Notes on the Proposed Grading Plan s
and the Building Plans for the Kendall Jackson expansion project
grading and building peinnits respectively .

f) Traffic/Transportation - The property is located off of Highway 101 and
Doud Road in Soledad . Access to the site through both Highway 10 1
and Arroyo Secco Road and Doud Road and Highway 101 . In 1997 a
traffic report was prepared by Higgins and Associates analyzing traffic
conditions at that time and no improvements were required at the time .
Caltrans has jurisdiction over the exit off of Arroyo Secco Road an d
Hwy 101 and as a condition of approval of PLN970170, Caltran s
reserved the right to review any increase in usage to this intersection .
During staffs site inspection on April 2009 an additional route to the
site was identified, Doud Road and Highway 101 . Following concerns
from the applicants' agent regarding the safety of this access point ,
Caltrans conducted a safety study for the Doud Road/Highway 101 exi t
and concluded brush removal was warranted at the Dou d
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Road/Highway 101 exit to increase driver visibility . The winery doe s
not use the Doud Road exit for deliveries and employees are directed t o
use the Arroyo Secco exit from Highway 101 . As a safety measure a
mitigation was included to prohibit employees and winery trucks fro m
using the Doud Road and Highway 101 . The applicant shall submit a
Traffic Management Program which will include employee training an d
a policy against using the Doud Road and Highway 101 exit . The
Traffic Management Program will be submitted to the Depailtnent o f
Public Works and RMA-Planning prior to issuance of building permits .
Annually, the applicant will submit evidence of said program unti l
successful implementation is achieved .

g) All project changes required to avoid significant effects on th e
environment have been incorporated into the project and/or are mad e
conditions of approval. A Condition Compliance and Mitigatio n
Monitoring and/or Reporting Plan has been prepared in accordance with
Monterey County regulations and is designed to ensure complianc e
during project implementation and is hereby incorporated herein b y
reference as Exhibit 1 . The applicant must enter into an "Agreement t o
Implement a Mitigation Monitoring and/or Reporting Plan as a
condition of project approval .

h) The Draft Mitigated Negative Declaration ("MND") for PLN08008 9
was prepared in accordance with CEQA and circulated for publi c
review from June 23, 2010 through July 23, 2010 (SCH# : 2010061071) .
Issues that were analyzed in the Draft Mitigated Negative Declaration
("MND") include aesthetic resources, agricultural resources, air quality ,
biological resources, geology and soils, hydrology and water quality ,
land use and planning, population and housing, public services, traffic
and transportation and utilities and service systems .

i) Evidence that has been received and considered includes : the
application, technical studies/reports (see Finding 2/Site Suitability) ,
staff reports that reflect the County's independent judgment, an d
information and testimony presented during public hearings (as
applicable) . These documents are on file in the RMA-Plannin g
Department (PLN080089) and are hereby incorporated herein b y
reference .

j) Staff analysis contained in the Initial Study and the record as a whol e
indicate the project could result in changes to' the resources listed i n
Section 753 .5(d) of the Department of Fish and Game (DFG) regulations .
All land development projects that are subject to environmental revie w
are subject to a State filing fee of $2,010.25 plus a $50 County
recording fee, unless the Department of Fish and Game determines that
the project will have no effect on fish and wildlife resources .

k) Staff received three comments during the review period. These
comments did not change the recommendations set forth in the Initial
Study. The County has considered the comments received during the
public review period, and they do not alter the conclusions in the Initial
Study and Mitigated Negative Declaration .

1) The Monterey County Planning Department, located at 168 W . Alisal ,
Second Floor, Salinas, California, 93901, is the custodian of document s
and other materials that constitute the record of proceedings upon whic h
the decision to adopt the negative declaration is based .
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5 .

	

FINDING:

	

VARIANCE (Authorized Use) - The Variance shall not be granted fo r
a use or activity which is not otherwise expressly authorized by the
zone regulation governing the parcel of property .

EVIDENCE : a) The property has a zoning designation of F/40, Farmlands, 40 acr e
minimum. An agricultural processing facility is an allowed use subjec t
to a Use Permit .

b) The expansion will comply with the intent and allowed uses of th e
property. The project site is designated as Prime Farmland and the
expansion will continue to use the property as a viable agricultural
operation (agricultural processing plant) . The project, as proposed ,
would not have, an impact on land use in the area or significantly reduc e
the acreage available for various agricultural crops . The proposed
project does not require rezoning and would not conflict with adjacen t
Williamson Act contracts .

c) The application, plans and supporting materials submitted by the projec t
applicant to the Monterey County Planning Department for th e
proposed development are found in Project File PLN080089 .

6 . FINDING: VARIANCE (Special Circumstances) - Because of special
circumstances applicable to the subject property, including the size ,
shape, topography, location of the lot, or the surrounding area, the stric t
application of development standards in the Monterey County Codes i s
found to deprive the subject property of privileges enjoyed by othe r
property owners in the vicinity under identical zoning classification .

EVIDENCE : a) In 1997, the winery received approval for a variance (PLN970559) in
order to deviate from the F/40 zoning districts height limitation of 3 5
feet for the architectural tower connected to the-existing tank room an d
administrative building. By allowing a taller building, less viable
agricultural land would be covered in structure. In order to provide the
architectural character of the existing building and further reduce th e
amount of agricultural land taken out of farmlands, the applicant i s
requesting an addition in height for the expansion . A strict
implementation of the 35 foot height limitation would remove a n
additional 31,600 square feet to the expansion, for a building totalin g
113,450 square feet . The new General Plan policy 3 .5 A.C . C. states
"The maximum height of structures associated with a winery facility
shall be 35 feet . Structural height may be increased to 45 feet without a
variance to accommodate processing facilities ." In this case, the
structural height of the building is 44 feet and the facade to match th e
adjacent building will sit at 46 feet . One of the intents of the height
limitations is to ensure structures are viewed from a similar viewin g
plane. In this case, given the height of the existing structures, any
additions would not blend in with the visual plane of the winery unles s
the height the same height .

b) General Plan policy AG-2.4 specifies "Agriculture-related enterprise s
and agricultural support uses shall be sited and designed to minimiz e
the loss of productive agricultural lands and to minimize impacts o n
surrounding land uses" . The designer has worked carefully to design the
addition in order to protect viable vineyards . An increase height will
lessen encroachment onto prime farmlands and further the purposes an d
goals of the General Plan .
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c) The site is surrounded by vineyards and the winery would like t o
protect this resource . The site is visible from Highway 101 and any
architectural differences in the winery appurtenances will not blen d
with the existing structure .

d) The application, plans and supporting materials submitted by the projec t
applicant to the Monterey County Planning Department for th e
proposed development are found in Project File PLN080089 .

e) The project planner conducted a site inspection on April 8, 2010 t o
verify the circumstances related to the property .

7 . FINDING: VARIANCE (Special Privileges) - The variance shall not constitute a
grant of privileges inconsistent with the limitations upon other propert y
owners in the vicinity and zone in which such property is situated .

EVIDENCE: a) The property is zoned Farmlands and an agriculture processing plant i s
an allowed use . To date, the winery has built 180,700 square feet o f
winery, storage and administrative facilities . The existing building s
were granted a variance, PLN970559, in order to allow a taller height to
hide the mechanical appartences on the roof given the visibility of th e
winery from Highway 101 .

b) General Plan policies further encourage the development of Montere y
County's wine industry . General Plan policy AG-4 .1 states "In order to
promote the continuation and economic viability of the agricultura l
industry, development of a fully integrated wine industry incorporating
cultivation, processing, marketing, sales, and tourism to fully utilize th e
wine grape production of the County shall be supported" . The
expansion is not a use not otherwise expressly encouraged by th e
county .

c) The application, plans and supporting materials submitted by the projec t
applicant to the Monterey County Planning Department for th e
proposed development are found in Project File PLN080089 .

d) The project planner conducted a site inspection on April 9, 2009 t o
identify circumstances related to other property in the vicinity and in th e
same zoning district.

e) See preceding Evidence 5 and 6 .

8 . FINDING: REDUCTION IN PARKING (Use Permit) - The subject project will
contain less parking spaces than is required by Monterey County Cod e
Section 21 .58.10 which establishes parking standards for to ensure tha t
there is a sufficient in number to accommodate all vehicles which wil l
be congregated at a given location at a given point in time by driver s
and passengers who use or occupy the facility or area for which th e
parking space and loading space is provided .

EVIDENCE : a) Monterey County Code Section 21 .58.010 requires the project to
provide 169 spaces for the proposed 87,200 square foot pinot noi r
processing plant, barrel storage room and 5,100 square foo t
administrative office .

b) Harvest season occurs between September 1 to November 1 every year
and the number of employees will vary depending on the harvest .
Currently there are 80 employees both seasonal and non seasonal . The
addition will bring a total of 135 seasonal and non seasonal employees
each year . Of the approximately 135 employees, at least 70 of thes e
employees are at the site seasonally .
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c) Due to the seasonal nature of the operation of workers and in order t o
protect the otherwise productive agricultural use of the property the
applicant is proposing a reduction in parking to 47 spaces. The
applicant is requesting a Use Permit pursuant to Monterey Count y
Zoning Code section 21 .58.050 given that the winery operation does not
necessitate the number of parking spaces required . Although there is
ample space for parking on the site, in this situation, due to the seasona l
nature of parking needed, additional parking spaces are not warranted .
Typically, agricultural workers park alongside the vineyards closest t o
their work area therefore ample parking already exists .

d) The property is identified as Prime Agricultural lands . The expansion
will involve . the removal of approximately 1 .25 acres of existing
vineyards in order to establish parking for future employees and onl y
culminates less than .009% of the total site . This project proposes a
reduction in the number of required off street parking which will reduc e
conversion of additional prime farmlands . General Plan policy AG-1 .4
states "Viable agricultural land uses, including ancillary and support
uses and facilities on farmland designated as Prime, of Statewid e
Importance, Unique, or of Local Importance shall be conserved,
enhanced and expanded through agricultural land use designations an d
encouragement of large lot agricultural zoning, except as provided in a
Community Plan" . Further, General Plan policy AG-2 .4 specifie s
"Agriculture-related enterprises and agricultural support uses shall be
sited and designed to minimize the loss of productive agricultural land s
and to minimize impacts on surrounding land uses" . The reduction in
parking will further the goals of preservation of prime farmlands
contained in the General Plan .

e) The expansion of barrel room and tank storage will bring in a n
additional 108 temporary seasonal agricultural workers who will wor k
for 4-6 weeks out of the year . Typically,' agricultural workers par k
alongside the vineyards closest to their work area therefore ampl e
parking already exist .

f) The proposed barrel and tank room are primarily storage type uses and
will not increase the number of overall full time employees on site . To
accommodate the nature of the agricultural operation the applicant i s
proposing a reduction in the number of required parking spaces for thi s
addition to 47 spaces, requiring the removal of 1 .25 acres of vineyards
or 13 rows of vineyards (length of 650'). Monterey County code
requires 169 spaces .

g) The application, plans and supporting materials submitted by the projec t
applicant to the Monterey County Planning Department for th e
proposed development are found in Project File PLN080089 .

h) The project planner conducted a site inspection on April 8, 2010 t o
verify that the project minimizes development within the viewshed or t o
identify methods to minimize the-development .

9 .

	

FINDING:

	

APPEALABILITY - The decision on this project may be appealed to th e
Board of Supervisors .

EVIDENCE : a) Section 21 .040 .080 .B Monterey County Zoning Ordinance (Planning
Commission) .
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DECISION -

NOW, THEREFORE, based on the above findings and evidence, the Zoning Administrator

does hereby :
A. Adopt Mitigated Negative Declaration per (CEQA) Guidelines Section 15070;
B. Approve a Combined Development Permit to allow the expansion of an existin g

winery (PLN970170) . The expansion will consist of; 1) a Use Permit for a new
87,200 square foot pinot noir processing plant and barrel storage room and a 5,10 0
square foot administrative office ; 3) a Use Permit to allow a reduction in parkin g
spaces to 47 whereas Monterey County Code requires 169 spaces and ; 4) a Varianc e
to allow an increase in height to 46 feet in general conformance with the attache d
sketch (Exhibit 2) and subject to the conditions (Exhibit 1), both exhibits being
attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference .

C. Adopt the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (Exhibit 1)

PASSED AND ADOPTED this 9th day of December, 2010 upon motion of xxxx, seconded by
xxxx, by the following vote :

AYES :
NOES :

ABSENT :
ABSTAIN :

Mike Novo, Zoning Administrato r

COPY OF THIS DECISION MAILED TO APPLICANT ON DAT E

THIS APPLICATION IS APPEALABLE TO THE PLANNING COMMISSION.

IF ANYONE WISHES TO APPEAL THIS DECISION, AN APPEAL FORM MUST BE COMPLETE D
AND SUBMITTED TO THE SECRETARY OF THE PLANNING COMMISSION ON THE
APPROPRIATE FILING FEE ON OR BEFORE [DATE ]

This decision, if this is the final administrative decision, is subject to judicial review pursuant to Californi a
Code of Civil Procedure Sections 1094.5 and 1094 .6 . Any Petition for Writ of Mandate must be filed with
the Court no later than the 90th day following the date on which this decision becomes final .

NOTES

1.

	

You will need a building permit and must comply with the Monterey County Building Ordinanc e
in.every respect.

Additionally, the Zoning Ordinance provides that no building permit shall be issued, nor any us e
conducted, otherwise than in accordance with the conditions and terms of the permit granted o r
until ten days after the mailing of notice of the granting of the permit by the appropriate authority ,
or after granting of the permit by the Board of Supervisors in the event of appeal .

Do not start any construction or occupy any building until you have obtained the necessar y
permits and use clearances from the Monterey County Planning DepaiUnent and Buildin g
Services Department office in Salinas .

2.

	

This permit expires 3 years after the above date of granting thereof unless construction or use i s
started within this period .
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RESOLUTION ### - EXHIBIT 1 Project Name : Jackson Family Investments II LLC
Monterey County Resource Management Agenc y

Planning Department File No : PLN080089

	

APNs : 183-021-015-00 0

Condition Compliance and/or Mitigation Monitoring Approved by : Zoning Administrator Date : December 9, 201 0

Reporting Plan
*Monitoring or Reporting refers to projects with an EIR or adopted Mitigated Negative Declaration per Section 21081.6 of the Public Resources Code.

Permit
Cond.
Number

Mitig.
Number

Conditions of Approval and/or Mitigation Measures and
Responsible Land Use Department

Compliance or Monitoring Action s
to be performed. Where applicable, a
certified professional is required for

action to be accepted.

Responsible
Party for

Compliance
Timing

Verification
of

Compliance
(name/date)

RMA - Planning Department

1 . PD001- SPECIFIC USES ONLY
This Combined Development permit (PLN080089) allow s
the expansion of an existing winery (PLN970170) . The

Adhere to conditions and uses specifie d
in . the permit .

Owner/
Applicant

Ongoing
unles s
otherwise

expansion will`consist of; 1) a Use Permit for a new
87,200 square foot pint noir processing plant and barrel
storage room and a 5,100 square foot administrative
office; 3) a Use Permit to allow a reduction in parking
spaces to 47 whereas Monterey County Code requires
169 spaces and; 4) a Variance to allow an increase in
height to 46 feet whereas the district regulations allow
45 feet . The property is located at 37300 Doud Road,
Soledad (Assessor's Parcel Number 183-021-015-000) ,
Central Salinas Valley Area Plan/Land Use Plan . This
permit was approved in accordance with Count y
ordinances and land use regulations subject to the
following terms and conditions. Neither the uses nor th e
construction allowed by this permit shall commenc e
unless and until all of the conditions of this permit are met
to the satisfaction of the Director of the RMA - Plannin g
Department . Any use or construction not in substantial

Neither the uses nor the construction
allowed by this permit shall commenc e
unless and until all of the conditions o f
this permit are met to the satisfaction o f
the Director of the RMA - Planning
Department.

RMA -
Planning

stated

WRA

RMA
Planning

Jackson Family Investments II LLC (PLN080089 )
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Permit
Cond.
Number

Mitig.
Number

Conditions of Approval and/or Mitigation Measures an d
Responsible Land Use Department

Compliance or. Monitoring Actions
to be performed. Where applicable, a
certified professional is required for

action to be accepted.

Responsible
Party for

Compliance
Timing

Verification
of

Compliance
(name/date)

conformance with the terms and conditions of this permi t
is a violation of County regulations and may result i n
modification or revocation of this permit and subsequen t
legal action. No use or construction other than that
specified by this permit is allowed unless additiona l
permits are approved by the appropriate authorities . To
the extent that the County has delegated any conditio n
compliance or mitigation monitoring to the Monterey
County Water Resources Agency, the Water Resource s
Agency shall provide all information requested by the
County and the County shall bear ultimate responsibility
to ensure that conditions and mitigation measures are
properly fulfilled . (RMA - Planning Department)

2 . PD002 - NOTICE-PERMIT APPROVA L
The applicant shall record a notice which states : "A
permit (Resolution

	

) was approved by the Zoning

Obtain appropriate form from the RMA -
Planning Department.

The applicant shall complete the form
and furnish proof of recordation of thi s
notice to the RMA - Planning
Department .

Owner/
Applicant

RMA -
Planning

Prior to the
issuance of
grading
and
building
permits or
commence
-ment of
use .

Administrator for Assessor's Parcel Number 183-021-015 -
000 on December 9, 2013 . The permit was granted
subject to 22 conditions of approval which run with the
land. A copy of the permit is on file with the Monterey
County RMA - Planning Depai talent ." (RMA-Plannin g
Department)

3 . PD032(A) - PERMIT EXPIRATION
The permit shall be granted for a time period of 3 years, t o
expire on December 13, 2010 unless use of the property or
actual construction has begun within this period . (RMA -
Planning Department)

The applicant shall obtain a vali d
grading or building permit and/o r
commence the authorized use to th e
satisfaction of the Director of Planning .
Any request for extension must b e
received by the Planning Department a t
least 30 days prior to the expiratio n
date .

Owner/
Applicant

As state d
in the
conditions
of approval

Jackson Family Investments II LLC (PLN080089 )
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Permit
Cond.
Number

Mitig.
Number

Conditions of Approval and/or Mitigation Measures an d
Responsible Land Use Department

Compliance or Monitoring Action s
to beperformed. Where applicable, a
certified professional is required for

action to be accepted.

Responsible
Party fo r

Compliance
Timing

Verificatio n
of

Compliance
(name/date)

4 . PD003(A) - CULTURAL RESOURCES -
NEGATIVE ARCHAEOLOGICAL REPORT
If, during the course of construction, cultural ,
archaeological, historical or paleontological resources ar e
uncovered at the site (surface or subsurface resources )
work shall be halted immediately within 50 meters (165
feet) of the find until a qualified professional archaeologis t
can evaluate it . The Monterey County RMA - Planning
Department and a qualified archaeologist (i.e ., an
archaeologist registered with the Society of Professiona l
Archaeologists) shall be immediately contacted by th e
responsible individual present on-site . When contacted ,
the project planner and the archaeologist shal l
immediately visit the site to determine the extent of th e
resources and to develop proper mitigation measures
required for the discovery . (RMA - Planning
Department)

Stop work within 50 meters (165 feet) of
uncovered resource and contact th e
Monterey County RMA - Planning
Department and a qualified archaeologis t
immediately if cultural, archaeological ,
historical or paleontological resources
are uncovered. When contacted, the
project planner and the archaeologist
shall immediately visit the site t o
determine the extent of the resources an d
to develop proper mitigation measures
required for the discovery .

Owner/
Applicant/
Archaeo -
logist

Ongoing

5 . PD004 - INDEMNIFICATION AGREEMEN T
The property owner agrees as a condition and i n
consideration of the approval of this discretionar y
development permit that it will, pursuant to 'agreement
and/or statutory provisions as applicable, including but no t
limited to Government Code Section 66474 .9, defend ,
indemnify and hold harmless the County of Monterey or
its agents, officers and employees from any claim, action
or proceeding against the County or its agents, officers o r
employees to attack, set aside, void or annul this approval,
which action is brought within the time period provided
for under law, including but not limited to, Governmen t
Code Section 66499 .37, as applicable . The property
owner will reimburse the county for any court costs an d
attorney's fees which the County may be required by a
court to pay as a result of such action . County may, at its
sole discretion, participate in the defense of such action ;
but such participation shall not relieve applicant of his

Submit signed and notarize d
Indemnification Agreement to th e
Director of RMA - Planning Departmen t
for review and signature by the County .

Proof of recordation of the
Indemnification Agreement, as outlined ,
shall be submitted to the RMA -
planning Department .

Owner/
Applicant

Upon
demand o f
County
Counsel o r
concurrent
with the
issuance of
building
permits, or
use of the
property ,
whichever
occurs firs t
and as
applicable

Jackson Family Investments II LLC (PLN080089)
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Permit
Cond.
Number

Mitig.
Number

Conditions of Approval and/or Mitigation Measures an d
Responsible Land Use Department

Compliance or Monitoring Actions
to be performed. Where applicable, a
certified professional is requiredfor

action to be accepted.

Responsible
Party for

Compliance
Timing

Verification
of

Compliance
(name/date)

obligations under this condition . An agreement to this
effect shall be recorded upon demand of County Counsel
or concurrent with the issuance of building permits, use o f
the property, filing of the final map, whichever occurs first
and as applicable . The County shall promptly notify th e
property owner of any such claim, action or proceeding
and the County shall cooperate fully in the defens e
thereof If the County fails to promptly notify the property
owner of any such claim, action or proceeding or fails to
cooperate fully in the defense thereof, the property owne r
shall not thereafter be responsible to defend, indemnify o r
hold the county harmless. (RMA - Planning
Department)

6 . PD005 - FISH AND GAME FEE-NEG DEC/EI R
Pursuant to the State Public Resources Code § 753 .5, State
Fish and Game Code, and California Code of Regulations ,
the applicant shall pay a fee, to be collected by the
County, within five (5) working days of project approval .
This fee shall be paid before the Notice of Determination
is filed. If the fee is not paid within five (5) working days ,
the project shall not be operative, vested or final until the
filing fees are paid. (RMA - Planning Department)

The applicant shall submit a check ,
payable to the County of Monterey, to the
Director of the RMA - Planning
Department.

If the fee is not paid within five (5 )
working days, the applicant shall submit .
a check, payable to the County of
Monterey, to the Director of the RMA -
Planning Department .

Owner/
Applicant

Within 5
working
days of
project
approval .

Prior to
start of us e
or the
issuance of
building or
grading
permits

7 . PD006 - MITIGATION MONITORING PROGRAM
The applicant shall enter into an agreement with th e
County to implement a Mitigation Monitoring and/or
Reporting Plan in accordance with Section 21081 .6 of the
California Public Resources Code and Section 15097 o f
Title 14, Chapter 3 of the California Code of Regulations .
Compliance with the fee schedule adopted by the Boar d
of Supervisors for mitigation monitoring shall be

1) Enter into agreement with the
County to implement a Mitigation
Monitoring Program.

2) Fees shall be submitted at the tim e
the property owner submits the signed
mitigation monitoring agreement .

Owner/
Applicant

Within 60
days after
project
approval or
prior to the
issuance of
grading
and

Jackson Family Investments II LLC (PLN080089 )
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Permit
Conti
Number

Mitig.
Number

Conditions of Approval and/or Mitigation Measures and
Responsible Land Use Department

Compliance or Monitoring Actions
to be performed. Where applicable, a
certified professional is required fo r

action to be accepted.

Responsible
Party for

Compliance
Timing

Verification
of

Compliance
(name/date)

required and payment made to the County of Monterey
at the time the property owner submits the signed
mitigation monitoring agreement . (RMA - Plannin g
Department)

building
permits ,
whichever
occur s
first.

8 . PD010 - EROSION CONTROL PLAN AN D
SCHEDULE
The approved development shall incorporate th e
recommendations of the Erosion Control Plan as reviewe d
by the Director of RMA - Planning and Director o f
Building Services . All cut and/or fill slopes exposed
during the course of construction be covered, seeded, o r
otherwise treated to control erosion during the course of
construction, subject to the approval of the Director o f
RMA - Planning and Director of RMA - Buildin g
Services . The improvement and grading plans shal l
include an implementation schedule of measures for th e
prevention and control of erosion, siltation and dust during
and immediately following construction and until erosio n
control planting becomes established. This program shall
be approved by the Director of RMA - Planning an d
Director of RMA - Building Services . (RMA - Planning
Department and RMA - Building Services
Department)

An Erosion Control Plan shall b e
submitted to the RMA - Planning
Department and the RMA - Buildin g
Services Department prior to issuance
of building and grading permits .

Comply with the recommendations of
the Erosion Control Plan during the
course of construction until projec t
completion as approved by the Directo r
of RMA -Planning and Director o f
RMA -Building Services .

Owner/
Applicant

Prior to the
issuance of
grading
and
building
permits

Ongoing

9 . PD014(B) = LIGHTING - EXTERIOR LIGHTIN G
PLAN (VISUAL SENSITIVITY DISTRICT/
RIDGELINE DEVELOPMENT)
All exterior lighting shall be unobtrusive, down-lit ,
harmonious with the local area, and constructed or locate d
so that only the intended area is illuminated and off-site
glare is fully controlled . Exterior lights shall hav e
recessed lighting elements . Exterior light sources that
would be directly visible from when viewed from a
common public viewing area, as defined in Section

Submit three copies of the lighting
plans to the RMA - Plannin g
Depat lment for review and approval .
Approved lighting plans shall b e
incorporated into final building plans .

The lighting shall be installed an d
maintained in accordance with th e
approved plan .

Owner/
Applicant

Prior to the
issuance of
building
permits .

Prior to
Occupancy
/ Ongoing

Jackson Family Investments II LLC (PLN080089)
Planner : Negrete, V.
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Permit
Cond.
Number

Mitig.
Number

Conditions of Approval and/or Mitigation Measures and
Responsible Land Use Department

Compliance or Monitoring Actions
to beperformed. Where applicable, a
certified professional is required fo r

action to be accepted.

Responsible
Party fo r

Compliance
Tinting

Verification
of

Compliance
(name/date)

21 .06.195, are prohibited. The applicant shall submit 3
copies of an exterior lighting plan which shall indicate the
location, type, and wattage of all light fixtures and includ e
catalog sheets for each fixture . The lighting shall comply
with the requirements of the California Energy Code set
forth in California Code of Regulations, Title 24, Part 6 .
The exterior lighting plan shall be subject to approval by
the Director of the RMA - Planning Department, prior to
the issuance of building permits . (RMA - Plannin g
Department)

10 . PD041- HEIGHT VERIFICATION
The applicant shall have a benchmark placed upon th e
property and identify the benchmark on the buildin g
plans . The benchmark shall remain visible onsite unti l
final building inspection . The applicant shall provid e
evidence from a licensed civil engineer or surveyor, to
the Director of the RMA- Building Services Department
for review and approval, that the height of the
structure(s) from the benchmark is consistent with what
was approved on the building permit associated with thi s
project . (RMA - Planning Department and Buildin g
Services Department)

The applicant shall have a benchmark
placed upon the property and identify
the benchmark on the building plans .
The benchmark shall remain visible
onsite until final building inspectio n

The applicant shall provide evidenc e
from a licensed civil engineer or
surveyor, to the Director of the RMA -
Building Services Department for
review and approval, that the height of
first finished floor from the benchmark
is consistent with what was approved
on the building permit.

Owner/
Applicant

Prior to th e
issuance of
grading o r
building
permits

Prior to the
founda-
tion pre-
pour
inspection

11 . PD008 - GEOLOGIC CERTIFICATIO N
Prior to final inspection, the geologic consultant shall
provide certification that all development has been
constructed in accordance with the geologic report .
(RMA - Planning Department)

Submit certification by the geotechnical
consultant to the RMA - Planning
Department showing project' s
compliance with the geotechnical
report .

Owner/

	

,
Applicant/
Geotech-
nical
Consultant

Prior to
final
inspection

Health Department
Environmental Health Bureau

Jackson Family Investments II LLC (PLN080089)
Planner: Negrete, V .
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Permit
Cond.
Number

Mitig.
Number

Conditions of Approval and/or Mitigation Measures an d
Responsible Land Use Department

Compliance or Monitoring Action s
to beperformed. Where applicable, a
certified professional is required for

action to be accepted.

Responsible
Party for

Compliance
Tinting

Verificatio n
of

Compliance
(name/date)

12 . EHSP01 - ONSITE WASTEWATER TREATMENT
SYSTEM DESIGN
Environmental Health has determined that adequate are a
exists to accommodate the necessary onsite wastewater
treatment system expansion for the proposed
development. Submit onsite wastewater treatment
system plans for review and approval that will
accommodate the estimated 135 winery employee s
during harvest time . Indicate the location, design layout
and size specifications that meet standards found in
Monterey County Code Chapter 15 .20, Sewage Disposal
Ordinance, and the Central Coast Basin Plan, RWQCB.
(Environmental Health)

Submit onsite wastewater treatment
system design plans for review an d
approval by Environmental Health
Division. Applicant shall obtain a
permit to install the onsite wastewate r
treatment system from Environmental
Health .

Owner /
Applicant

Prior to
issuance of
building
permit .

Monterey County Water Resources Agenc y

13 . WR8 - COMPLETION CERTIFICATIO N
The applicant shall provide the Water Resource s
Agency certification from a registered civil engineer or
licensed contractor that stormwater detention/retention
facilities have been constructed in accordance with
approved plans . (Water Resources Agency)

Submit a letter to the Water Resources
Agency, prepared by a registered civi l
engineer

	

or

	

licensed

	

contractor,
certifying compliance with approved
drainage plan .

Owner/
Applicant/
Engineer/
Contractor

Prior to
final
inspect-
ion

14 . WR4 - DRAINAGE PLAN - COASTAL
The applicant shall provide the Water Resource s
Agency a drainage plan prepared by a registered civil
engineer or architect addressing on-site and off-site
impacts . Impervious surface stoimwater runoff shall b e
routed to a non-erodible surface at the base of the bluff .
Drainage improvements shall be constructed in
accordance with plans approved by the Water Resource s
Agency. (Water Resources Agency)

Submit 3 copies of the engineere d
drainage plan to the Water Resource s
Agency for review and approval .

Owner/
Applicant/
Engineer

Prior to
issuance of
any
grading or
building
permits

Jackson Family Investments II LLC (PLN080089)
Planner : Negrete, V.
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Permit
Cond.
Number

Mitig.
Number

Conditions of Approval and/or Mitigation Measures an d
Responsible Land Use Department

Compliance or Monitoring Actions
to beperformed. Where applicable, a
certified professional is requiredfor

action to be accepted.

Responsible
Party for

Compliance
Tinning

Verification
of

Compliance
(name/date)

15 . STORMWATER DETENTION (NON-STANDARD
WORDING)
A drainage plan shall be prepared by a registered civi l
engineer addressing on-site and off-site impacts, whic h
includes routing stormwater runoff from the pave d
parking areas to an oil-grease/water separator and
construction of stormwater detention/retention facilitie s
to mitigate the impact of impervious surface runoff.
Drainage improvements shall be constructed in
accordance with plans approved by the Water Resource s
Agency . (Water Resources Agency)

Submit 3 copies of the drainage plan to
the Water Resources Agency for
review and approval .

Owner/
Applicant

Prior t o
issuance of
Grading
and/or
Building
Permits

Fire Agency
Monterey County Fire District & City of Soledad Fire Department .

16 . FIRE021 - FIRE PROTECTION EQUIPMENT &
SYSTEMS - FIRE SPRINKLER SYSTE M
(STANDARD)
The building(s) and attached garage(s) shall be fully
protected with automatic fire sprinkler system(s) .
Installation shall be in accordance with the applicable
NFPA standard . A minimum of four (4) sets of plan s
for fire sprinkler systems must be submitted by a
California licensed C-16 contractor and approved prior
to installation . This requirement is not intended to dela y
issuance of a building permit . A rough sprinkler
inspection must be scheduled by the installing contracto r
and completed prior to requesting a framing inspection.
Responsible Land Use Department : Monterey County
Fire District & the City of Soledad Fire Department ..

Applicant shall enumerate as "Fir e
Dept. Notes" on plans .

Applicant shall schedule fire dept .
rough sprinkler inspection

Applicant shall schedule fire dept. final
sprinkler inspection

Owner/
Applicant

Prior to
issuance of
building
permit.

Prior to
framing
inspectio n

Prior t o
fina l
building
inspection

Jackson Family Investments II LLC (PLN080089)
Planner : Negrete, V .
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Permit
Cond.
Number

Mitig.
Number

Conditions of Approval and/or Mitigation Measures and
Responsible Land Use Department

Compliance or Monitoring Actions
to be performed. Where applicable, a
certified professional is required for

action to be accepted.

Responsible
Party fo r

Compliance
Tinting

Verification
of

Compliance
(name/date)

17 . FIRE015 - FIRE HYDRANTS/FIRE VALVE S
A fire hydrant or fire valve is required . The hydrant or
fire valve shall be 18 inches above grade, 8 feet from
flammable vegetation, no closer than 4 feet nor furthe r
than 12 feet from a roadway, and in a location where fir e
apparatus using it will not block the roadway. The
hydrant serving any building shall be not less than 5 0
feet and not more than 1000 feet by road from the
building it is to serve . Minimum hydrant standards shal l
include a brass head and valve with at least one 2 1/2
inch National Hose outlet supplied by a minimum 4 inch
main and riser . More restrictive hydrant requirement s
may be applied by the Reviewing Authority. Each
hydrant/valve shall be identified with a reflectorized
blue marker, with minimum dimensions of 3 inches ,
located on the driveway address sign, non-combustibl e
post or fire hydrant riser. If used, the post shall be
within 3 feet of the hydrant/valve, with the blue marker
not less than 3 feet or greater than 5 feet above th e
ground, visible from the driveway . On paved roads or
driveways, reflectorized blue markers shall be permitted
to be installed in accordance with the State Fir e
Marshal's Guidelines for Fire Hydrant Markings Alon g
State Highways and Freeways, May 1988 . Responsible
Land Use Department : Monterey County Fire Distric t
& City of Soledad Fire Department .

Applicant shall incorporate & Schedule
a Site Inspection to determine th e
location of hydrant with specification
into design and enumerate as "Fire
Dept . Notes" on plans .

Applicant shall schedule fire dept .
clearance inspection

Applicant
or owner

Prior to
issuance of
grading
and/or
building
permit,
applicant
must
schedule a
Site
Inspection

Prior t o
final
building
inspection

18 . FIRE023 - FIRE ALARM SYSTEM -
(COMMERCIAL)
The building(s) shall be fully protected with a n
approved central station, proprietary station, or remot e
station automatic fire alarm system as defined by NFPA
Standard 72 . Plans and specifications for the fire alarm
system shall be submitted by a California licensed C-1 0
contractor and approved prior to requesting a roug h
sprinkler or framing inspection . Responsible Land Use

Applicant shall enumerate as "Fir e
Dept . Notes" on plans .

Applicant shall submit fire alarm plan s
and obtain approval .

Applicant shall schedule fire alar m
system acceptance test

Applicant
or owner

Prior to
issuance of
building
permit .

Prior t o
rough
sprinkler
or framing

Jackson Family Investments II LLC (PLN080089 )
Planner : Negrete, V .
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Permit
Cond.
Number

Mitig.
Number

Conditions of Approval and/or Mitigation Measures an d
Responsible Land Use Department

Compliance or Monitoring Action s
to be performed. Where applicable, a
certified professional is required for

action to be accepted.

Responsible
Party for

Compliance
Timing

Verification
of

Compliance
(name/date)

Department: Monterey County Fire District & City of
Soledad Fire Department .

inspection

Prior to
final
building
inspection

RMA - Public Works Departmen t

19 . PW0007 - PARKING STD
The parking shall meet the standards of the Zoning
Ordinance and be approved by the Director of Public
Works and the Director of Planning and Building
Inspection. (Public Works)

Applicant's engineer or architect shal l
prepare a parking plan for review an d
approval .

Owner/
Applicant/
Engineer

Prior t o
Building/
Grading
Permits

Issuance

20 . PW0001 - NON STANDARD
Prior to issuance of building permits, applicant shall pay
the Transportation Agency for Monterey County
(TAMC) regional traffic mitigation fee identified in the
TAMC nexus study . (Public Works)

Applicant shall pay to PBI required
Traffic Mitigation Fee .

Owner/
Applicant

Prior t o
Issuance of
Building
Permits

Mitigation Measure s

21 . MM01 PD01- Air Quality - The BACMP shall be submitted t o
the Director of Planning for approval . The plan shall
include and incorporate the following :
The contractor shall employ all labor, equipmen t
and methods required to prevent the operations from
producing dust in amounts damaging to adjacen t
property, cultivated vegetation and domesti c
animals or causing a nuisance to persons occupyin g
buildings in the vicinity of the job site . The

The applicant shall submit a plan to
implement BACMP prepared by a
qualified construction manager o r
contractor utilizing MBUAPC D
standards .

The qualifie d
construction
manager or
contracto r
utilizing
MBUAPCD
standards .

Prior to
Issuance of
Grading or
Building
Permits

Jackson Family Investments II LLC (PLN080089)
Planner : Negrete, V .
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Permit
Cond.
Number

Mitig.
Number

Conditions of Approval and/or Mitigation Measures an d
Responsible Land Use Department

Compliance or Monitoring Actions
to be performed. Where applicable, a
certified professional is required fo r

action to be accepted.

Responsible
Party for

Compliance
Tinting

Verification
of

Compliance
0:ante/date)

contractor shall be responsible for damage caused
by dust from his grading operation . The following
mitigation measures shall be employed to mitigat e
potential adverse impact to air quality :

1 .

	

All unpaved construction areas shall b e
sprinkled with water (at least twice per
day in dry weather during gradin g
activities . )

2 .

	

Apply non-toxic tackifier, or other
suitable cover (such as jute netting ,
erosion control fabric, mulch, etc .), to
exposed areas immediately after cut-

Prior to
final of
grading
and
building
permits

and-fill operations are complete .
3 .

	

Trucks hauling dirt and debris must be
covered .

4 .

	

Post the project at two locations with a
publicly visible sign during construction
operations that specifies the telephon e
number and person to contact fo r
complaints and/or injuries from dust
generation and other air quality
problems resulting from projec t
construction.

5 .

	

Immediately sweep up spilled dirt o r
debris onto paved surfaces .

6 .

	

Cover on-site stockpiles of excavated
materials .

7 .

	

Vacuum (e.g . road sweeper/vacuum)
construction-related soils on publi c
roads whenever soils are visible .

Prior to final of grading and building permits, the owner ,
qualified construction manager or contractor shall
provide written certification that the construction
management techniques have been carried out in
accordance with the BACMP .

Jackson Family Investments II LLC (PLN080089)
Planner : Negrete, V .
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Permit
Cond.
Number

Mitig.
Number

Conditions of Approval and/or Mitigation Measures an d
Responsible Land Use Department

Compliance or Monitoring Actions
to beperformed. Where applicable, a
certified professional is required fo r

action to be accepted.

Responsible
Parry for

Compliance
Timing

Verification
of

Compliance
(nanae/date)

22 . MM02 PD02 - Traffic - The applicant shall submit a Traffic
Management Program which shall include but not b e
limited to the following :

a .

	

A policy prohibiting truck traffic and
employee circulation to and from the
facility through the Doud Road/Highway
101 exit;

b .

	

Placement of signs in the trucker's lounge ,
employee lounge and other conspiciuo s
locations throughout the facility ,
specifically prohibiting truck and employe e
circulation through the Doud
Road/Highway 101 exit ;

c .

	

Placement of increased size signage along
Doud Road and Highway 101 at locations
approved by Public Works and Caltrans ,
specifying usage of Arroyo Secco Road an d
Highway 101 exit for Kendall Jackson
traffic ;

d .

	

Thresholds of success of this program and .
how it will be measured for the next fiv e
years, which can include specific tri p
reduction measures for the Doud
Road/Highway 101 exit and internal
monitoring of compliance .

Prior to final inspection the applicant, shall provide the
Director of Public Works and Director of Plannin g
written verification/certification of the Traffic
Management Program implementation .
The applicant must submit a report to the Directo r
of Public Works and Director of Planning annuall y
for the first five years . The report shall include a
statement that the Traffic Management Program has
been taught each year with documentation o f
implementation . In addition, the applicant will

The applicant shall submit a Traffic
Management Plan in consultation with
their traffic consultant, the Department
of Public Works and Director o f
Planning. Once success criteria i s
agreed upon, the applicant shal l
provide, each year, documentation of
implementation of said Traffic
Management Plan until such time a s
success criteria has been achieved .

Applicant/
Owner

Prior to
issuance of
certificate
of
occupancy

Jackson Family Investments II LLC (PLN080089)

Planner: Negrete, V .
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Permit
Cond.
Number

Mitig.
Number

Conditions of Approval and/or Mitigation Measures and
Responsible Land Use Department

Compliance or Monitoring Action s
to beperformed. Where applicable, a
certified professional is required for

action to be accepted.

Responsible
Party fo r

Compliance
Tinting

Verificatio n
of

Compliance
(name/date)

implement this program beyond the five years until such
time as the required success of the program has been
achieved with ongoing consultation with the Director o f
Public Works and Director of Planning .

END OF CONDITION S

Jackson Family Investments II LLC (PLN080089)
Planner : Negrete, V .
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EXHIBIT C- 2

Site Plan, Floor Plan and Elevations
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EXHIBIT D

Vicinity Map



APPLICANT : JACKSON FAMILY ESTATES II LLC



EXHIBIT E

Justification Letter for a Variance



OR	
75 9 759 WEST WEST ALLUVIAL ASUITESUITE 10 11ALLUVIAL AVE , VE
FRESNO, CALIFORNIA 9371 1FRESNO, CALIFORNIA 9371 1

Ms. Valerie Negrete

County of Monterey
Planning and Building Dept .
168 W. Alisal St .
Salinas, Ca . 93901

Re: Use Permit 08-0089, Kendall Jackson Winer y

Ms. Negrete, this letter is to formally request consideration of a height variance for thi s
project . The following is a list of specific circumstances which I feel support allowing a minor
deviation from the 35'-O" height restriction .

1. The proposed building has the exact height and width profile of two existing
buildings constructed without variance under conditional use permit No . 970170 .

2. The cubic foot volume of the proposed building is less then that of a building with
a uniform 35'-O" roof line meaning that our average roof height is less then th e
35'-O" restriction.

3. The portion of the proposed building higher than the 35'-O" limit is an element o f
the structure which conceals mechanical equipment from visible exposure .

4. The large scale of the site and positioning of the building on the site combine t o
make height variations unnoticeable from any point around the perimeter of th e
property .

Please contact me if you have any questions or comments .

JEFF CAZAL YJEF F

TEL: 559 .291 .1889 ♦ FAX 559 .291 .1882



EXHIBIT F

Mitigated Negative Declaration



County of Monterey, State of Californi a

MITIGATED. NEGATIVE

DECLARATION

Project Title :
File Number :

Owner :

JACKSON FAMILY ESTAI'.ES II LLC
PLN080089
JACKSON FAMILY ESTATES II LLC

DBA RANCHO TIERRA/MONTEREY . WINER :

425 AVIATION BLVD

COPY

ALED . :
JUN 2'2 2019

STEPHEN L . VAGNIN I
MONTEREY COUNTY CLER K

DEPUTY.

Project Location : 37300 DOTJD RD SOLEDAD
Primary APN: 183-021-015-00 0

Project Planner : NEGRETE

Permit Type: Use Permit

Project Description : USE PERMIT TO ALLOW THE EXPANSION OF AN EXISTING WINERY
(PLN970170) . THE EXPANSION CONSISTS OF (I) A NEW 87,2 0'0 SQUARE FOO T
PIN OT NOIR PROCESSING PLANT AND BARREL STORAGE ROOM ; (2) 5,100
SQUARE FOOT OFFICE; AND (3) A REDUCTION IN PARKING SPACES TO A
TOTAL OF 47. THE PROPERTY IS LOCATED AT 37300 DOUD ROAD, SOLEDA D
(ASSESSOR'S . PARCEL NUMBER 183-021-015-000) CENTRAL SALINAS VALLE Y
AREA PLAN .

THIS PROPOSED PROJECT WILL NOT HAVE A SIGNIFICANT EFFECT ON THE ENVIRONMENT
AS IT HAS BEEN FOUND: .

a) That said project will not have the potential to significantly degrade the quality of the environment .
•b) That said project will have no significant impact on Ioiig-term environmental goals.
c)That•said project will have no significant cumulative effect upon the environment .
d) That said project will not cause substantial adverse effects on human beings, either directly or indirectly .

Decision Making Body (check one) :

Plsrming_Cornmission_. .:__-...	 ___ _® . Min9z Subdivision Committee .

	

Responsible Agency: County of Monterey

❑ Zoning Administrator

	

. ❑ Chief of Planning Services

	

Review Period Begins : June 23, 201 0

❑ Board of Supervisors

	

❑ Other.	 	 Review Period Ends: July 23, 201 0

Further information, including a copy of the application and Initial Study are available at the Monterey County
Planning & Building Inspection Department, 168 West Alisal St, 2nd Floor, Salinas, CA (831) 755-502 5

Date Printed :

	

06/22/2010



MONTEREY COUNTY,	
RESOURCES MANAGEMENT AGENCY - PLANNING DEPARTMENT
168 W. ALISAL STREET 2'TD FLOOR, SALINAS, 93901
(831) 755-7505 FAX: (831) 757-951 6

NOTICE OF INTENT TO ADOPT A MITIGATED NEGATIVE DECLARATION
MONTEREY COUNTY MINOR SUBDIVISION COMMITTEE

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Monterey County RMA- Planning Department ha s
prepared a draft Mitigated Negative Declaration, pursuant to the requirements of CEQA, for a
Use Permit (Kendall Jackson PLN080089) at 37300 Doud Road, Soledad (See Project
Description below) .

The proposed Mitigated Negative Declaration and Initial Study, as well as reference d
documents, are available for review at the Monterey County RMA- Planning Department, 16 8
W. Alisal Street 2nd Floor. The project will be heard before the Minor Subdivision Committe e
on August 12, 2010. The hearing will meet in the Board of Supervisor's Chamber at 168 W.
Alisal Street, Salinas . Written comments on this proposed, Mitigated Negative Declaration
will be accepted from June 23, 2010 to July 23, 2010 . Comments can also be made during the
public hearings .

Project Description :
Use Permit to allow the expansion of an existing winery (PLN970170) . The expansion will
include 1) A new 87,200 square foot pinot noir processing plant ; 2) 5,100 square foot office and
a reduction in parking to 47 parking spaces .

Access to the site is attained through Highway 101 and Arroyo Secco Road in Soleda d

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CONTACT :
Valerie Négrete, Project Planner

Monterey County RMA- Planning Department
168 W.. Alisal Street 2nd Floor, Salinas, Ca'93901

(831) 755-5227

For reviewing agencies : The RMA - Planning Department requests that you review the enclosed
materials and provide any appropriate comments related to your agency's area of responsibility .
The space below may be used to indicate that your agency has no comments or to state brief
comments . In compliance with Section 15097 of the CEQA Guidelines, please provide a draft
mitigation monitoring or reporting program for mitigation measures proposed by your agency.
This program should include specific performance objectives for mitigation measures identifie d
(CEQA Section 21081 .6(c)) . Also inform this Department if a fee needs to be collected in orde r
to fund the mitigation monitoring or reporting by your agency and how that language should b e
incorporated into the mitigation measure.

Distribution : (see below)

No Comments provide d
Comments noted below



Page 2

Comments: provided in separate letter

COMMENTS : .

Return to":

	

Valerie Negrete, Project Planner
Monterey County RMA- Planning Department
168 W. Alisal Street, 2nd Floor
Salinas, Ca 9390 1

From:

	

Agency Name :	
Contact Person:
Phone Number:	

DISTRIBUTION
1. State Clearinghouse (15 copies) include Notice of Completio n
2. California Depaitffier t of Fish and Game, Linda Connell y
3. Monterey Bay Unified Air Pollution Control Distric t
4. AMBAG
5. County Clerk's Office
6. David M. and Madeleine Clark, Owners
7. Property Owners within 300 feet of the projec t
8. Monterey County Environmental Health Division
9. Monterey County RMA - Public Work s
10. Monterey County Water Resources Agency
11. North County Fire Prevention District



MONTEREY COUN TY
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT AGENCY
PLANNING DEPARTMENT
168 WEST ALISAL ST ., 2nd FLOOR, SALINAS, CA 9390 1
PHONE: (831) 755-5025

	

FAX: . (831) 757-951 6

INITIAL STUD Y

L BA CK GR O UND INFORMATION

Project Title: Kendall - Jackson Winery

File No. : PLN08008 9

Project Location: 37300 Doud Road, Soledad

Name of Property Owner: JACKSON FAMILY INVESTMENTS II LLC .
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IL DESCRIPTION OFPROJECT AND ENVIRONMENTAL SETTIN G

A.

	

Project Description :
The project is an expansion to an existing winery which includes the construction of an
approximate 87,000 square foot pivot noir processing plant with office and barrel storage room ,
with a 5,100 square foot administrative office and the addition of 47 new parking spaces . The
expansion will sit directly to the north of the existing 194,800 square foot facility and will use a n
additional four to five acres of vineyards (2%) of the existing 300 acres of vineyards on the site .
The applicants were approved for a 194,800 square foot wine production and storage facility ,
under Use Permit PLN020316 and a Negative Declaration was prepared and adopted on July 30,
1997 which analyzed the initial construction of the facility including a future office expansio n
and visitor serving uses however, it did not analyze the proposed addition or changes in traffic
patterns that have occurred since then (see Section VI .15). The existing winery improvements ,
are in accordance with the previously approved Use Permit, PLN020316, which allowed win e
production and storage facilities of 194,800 square feet. To date, the winery has built 180,70 0
square feet of winery, storage and administrative facilities shown in Table 1 below. The winery
has experienced success .and growth over the last 14 years and the Monterey County winery
accounts for at least 35% of Kendall Jackson's overall production . The subject of this analysis is
the winery's proposed addition. The winery addition is needed in order to increase the winery' s
capacity arid expand their existing operations .

Siting and Design
The new wing to the winery will be used for receiving, crushing, .pressing, tank fermenting, and
barrel fermenting. No bottling or associated warehousing functions are proposed in the
expansion. (Source IX .1) The new building will be 46 feet high to match the adjacent buildin g
height. The zoning district regulations only allow 35 feet however by increasing the height th e
project will limit the amount of vineyards removed from operation (see Section VI .9) . Figure 1
(Source: IX.1) below depicts the height of the structure . The proposed expansion building will si t
approximately 1,750 feet from the front of the property, facing Doud Road and will b e
approximately 49 feet from the existing storage and production building. Materials and treatment
will be comprised of concrete walls and metal roofing with missionary style architecture to
match the existing winery facade, shown in Figure 2 below. Colors consist of clay brownish.
beige and weathered brick red and there will be no new signage proposed for the addition .

Figure 1 Elevation of Proposed Addition

NORTH ELEVATION
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Anticipated Production
Currently, the facility produces approximately 1,577,000 cases of wine per year from 22,00 0
tons of grapes. The expansion will increase the winery's capacity to produce red wines totalin g
approximately 2,300,000 total cases a year . The proposed addition will increase efficiency ,
management of products and treatment of process water and solids generated at the site . Table 1
(Source: 1X.1) below quantifies the existing structures and the addition .

Table 1. Existin g and Proposed .SQuare Footage
Kendall Jackson Expansion

Existing
(PLN020316)

Proposed
(PLNO80089)

Office/Admin/Lab/Locker /
Restrooms 11,200 2,600

Office Mezzanine 4,80 0
Shop, Mechanical Rooms &

Docks 6,300
__ _

	

__._ .___ _Tank_Room_ _51,2 __ 4q,923. _

Barell Room 95,200 31,878

Office 12,000 5,133

Total: .180,700 86,984

Total Square Footage : 267,684

Coverage : 0 .009% .014%

Kendall Jackson Agricultural Productio n
Existing Proposed

Vineyards in Production 30 0 -1 . 5
Total Acres left in vineyards ; 298
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Figure 3: Kendall . Jackson proposed additio n
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Site Plan of structures
Employees
The hours of operation will vary between 6am to 6pm Monday through Friday. Harvest season
occurs between September 1 to November 1 every year and the number of employees will vary
depending on the harvest . Currently there are 80 employees both seasonal and non seasonal . The
addition will bring a total of 168 seasonal and non seasonal employees each year (Source: X.1) .
The hairs of operation will remain 6am to 6pm Monday through Friday and are anticipated to
increase to seven days a week during crush seasons .

Traffic/Access to Winery
The site is accessed through Highway 101 and Arroyo Secco and Highway 101 and Doud Road.
In 1997, a traffic report was prepared by Higgins and Associates analyzing traffic condition s
from Highway 101 and Arroyo Secco . However, since the original approval, an additional route
has been identified, Highway 101 and Doud Road, and a traffic report update and review -wa s
completed . The winery addition will not impact levels of service at any of the winery acces s
segments (Arroyo Secco Road/Hwy 101 and Doud Road/Hwy 101) . To ensure driver safety ,
conditions of approval will be implemented and include maintenance of winery intersections and
a mitigation to ensure winery traffic utilizes Arroyo Secco Road and Highway 101 for ingres s
and egress to the site.
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Deliverie s
Truck delivery will not change and overall truck trips will not substantially increase . The
delivery schedule is not proposed to change as a result of the expansion . Trucks will still enter
the site through the Highway 101/Arroyo Secco exit to Doud Road and during normal operating
hours of 6am-6pm. Grape transport trucks carrying either grapes or juice can hold up to 35 ton s
and deliver an average of 12-16 trucks trips per day during the six to eight week harvest .
Shipping and receiving trucks bringing in parts, winery supplies and administrative supplie s
deliver from zero to three times a day and delivery trucks bringing in barrels during the first year
will make approximately 130 deliveries during the first few months of opening and thereafte r
barrel replacement trucks will deliver approximately 20 times throughout the year . During non-
harvest season the expansion will generate 66 daily car trips and during harvest season 420 dail y
trips in total. Truck trips and passenger vehicle trips were analyzed in an updated Traffic Repor t
prepared by Higgins and Associates (Sources IX.11) and recommendations have been
incorporated to lessen any potential impacts to traffic . As a condition of approval, the applicant
will install a warning sign for oncoming vehicles on the Highway 101 southbound ramp exitin g
Arroyo Secco to alert drivers of cross traffic ahead . In addition, to ensure employees do not enter
the site from the Doud Road and Highway 101, the applicant will provide ongoing training to
employees to encourage usage of the Arroyo Secco Road/Highway 101 exit.

Parking
Monterey County code requires 169 spaces for the expansion of a barrel room and tank storage
area. The additional will bring in 108 temporary seasonal agricultural workers . The seasonal
nature of the agricultural work would mean employees will be working 4-6 weeks out of the
year. The applicant is proposing a:reduction in parking to 47 spaces . In order to facilitate the
reduction in parking the applicant will be requesting a Use Permit pursuant to Monterey County
Zoning Code section 21.58.050 whereas the operation does not necessitate the number o f
parking spaces, type of design, or improvements required . Due to the seasonal nature of parking
needed, additional parking spaces are not warranted .

B. Environmental Setting and Surrounding Land Uses :
The site is approximately 421 acres, 300 acres of which are planted vineyards, located at 3730 0
Doud Road in Soledad and is zoned Farmlands 40 acre minimum. The property is relatively fla t
and slopes approximately 1-2% on the western portion of the property . Two older residences
exist on. site towards the north side facing Doud Road with an old barn . Surrounding land uses
are agricultural and vineyards with some single family residences .

The site is predominantly vineyards and comprised of 12 acres of support facilities . Figure 4 is a
site plan which depicts the property boundaries and structures on site .
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Figure 4 : Site Plan of the property boundarie s
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IH PROD `CT CONSISTENCY WITH OTHER APPLICABLE LOCA L
AND STATE PLANS AND MANDATED LAWS

Use the list below to indicate plans applicable to the project and verify their consistency or non-
consistency with project implementation.

General Plan/Area Plan

	

® Air Quality Mgmt. Plan ■

Specific Plan

	

❑ Airport Land Use Plans D

Water Quality Control Plan

	

❑ Local Coastal Program-LUP ❑

General Plan I Area Plan
The proposed expansion was reviewed for consistency with the Central Salinas' Area Plan and
Central Salinas Inventory and Analysis . The property is located within the Farmland 40 acr e
minimum land use designation, which allows for the proposed use . Potential impacts were
identified and include the potential reduction in prime and unique farmland due to the ne w
86,984 square foot structure that would be built in an area that is currently row crops (Sourc e
IX.2), air quality due to minor construction related emissions (Source IX .10), and traffic impacts
from a potential increase in traffic' to and from the winery and new analysis of Doud Road an d
Highway 101 being used for ingress and egress to the winery (Source JX .12). The project was
found to be consistent with standards provided in the Central Salinas Inventory and Analysis .
The Central Salinas Area Plan encourages industries related to agriculture (Source D( .3). The
project would not conflict with any habitat conservation plan or natural community conservatio n
plan, as none are applicable to the project site (Source : IX. 3, 4).CONSISTENT .

Air Quality Management Plan
Consistency with the Air Quality Management Plan is an indication of a . project's cumulative
adverse impact on regional air quality (ozone levels) . It is not an indication of project-specific
impacts, which are evaluated according to the Air District's adopted thresholds of significance .
Inconsistency with the AQMP is considered a significant cumulative air quality impact . Consistency
of a commercial project is determined by comparing the project population at the year of projec t
completion with the population forecast for the appropriate five year increment that is listed in
the AQMP. If the population increase resulting from the project would not cause the estimated
cumulative population to exceed the relevant forecast, the project would be consistent with th e
populatiosLforecasts_in_the.JA_QMP_(Source :_IX,_5*	

The Association of Monterey Bay Area Governments (AMBAG), the 2008 Population, Housing
Unit, and Employment Forecasts adopted by the AMBAG Board of Directors, are the forecast s
used for this consistency determination . The proposed project includes construction of a ne w
commercial 86,984 square foot barrel and tank storage facility . The addition will not contribute
to an increase in the population forecasts of the 2008 AQMP and would not result in substantial
population changes . Therefore, the project is consistent with the 2008 regional forecasts and the
Air Quality Management Plan (Source : IX. 5) . CONSISTENT
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IV. ENVIRONMENTAL. FACTORS POTENTL4LLYAFFECTED AND
DETERMINATION

A. FACTORS

The environmental factors checked below would be potentially affected by this project, as
discussed within the checklist on the following pages .

m Aesthetic s

❑ Biological Resources

■ Greenhouse Gas Emission s

■ Land Use/Planning

❑ Population/Housing

® Transportation/Traffic

Agricultural and Forest

	

R Air Quality

❑ Cultural Resources R Geology/Soils

s Hazards/Hazardous

	

I Hydrology/Water
Materials

	

' Quality

❑ Mineral Resources ❑ Noise

❑ Public Services ❑ Recreation

❑ Utilities/Service Systems

Some proposed applications that are not exempt from CEQA review may have little or n o
potential for adverse environmental impact related to most of the topics in the Environmental
Checklist; and/or potential impacts. may involve only a few limited subject areas . These types of
projects are generally minor in scope, located in a non-sensitive environment, and' are easil y
identifiable and without public controversy. For the environmental issue areas where there is no

. potential for significant environmental impact (and not checked above), the following findin g
can be made using the project description, environmental setting, or other, information as
supporting evidence .

m Check here if this finding is not applicable

FINDING: For the above referenced topics that are not checked off, there is no potential fo r
significant environmental impact to occur from either construction, operation o r
maintenance of the proposed project and no further discussion in th e
Environmental Chec listis necessary .

EVIDENCE :- See discussion in Section VI for further analysis .

1 . Biological Resources - The site has been planted in grapes for several decades . According
to the California Department of Fish and Game's established California Natural Diversity
Database (CNDDB) classification system the site is listed as agricultural with no natural
communities surveyed to be on the site. The site has been disturbed by vineyards an d
associated winery activities . No known sensitive resource or wildlife habitat exist on th e
property that would be affected by the. cut and fill operation or the placement of the ne w
structures and aeration ponds . The site has historically been used for farming, as is typica l
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of the surrounding area. The project site is not near any potential wetland and is separate d
from the Salinas River riparian areas by Highway 101 (Source: 1, 2, 3, & 15) Therefore, the
proposed project would not result in impacts to biological resources .

2. Cultural Resources - According to the Monterey County Geographic Information System ,
archeological sensitivity is marked low for the site ; no cultural resources are likely to occur
on the parcel . No resources have been identified at or near the project site . Therefore, the
project will not cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historica l
structure or archeological resource . In the event resources are found Monterey County '
standard conditions of approval provide appropriate protection to the found resource .
(Source: 1, 2, 3, 4, 7 & 15) Therefore, the proposed project would not result in impacts to
cultural resources.

3. Mineral Resources : The construction of a new storage, barrel room and administrative
office will not impact mineral resources . No mineral resources or resource recovery site s
have been identified on the site or in the area (Source : IX. 1, 3, 6, 7 & 8) . Therefore, the
proposedproject would not result in impacts to mineral resources .

4. Noise : Construction and operation of the project will not violate any County noise
standards. There are no adjacent sensitive receptors . The winery faces Highway 101 (to the
east), and is surrounded by vineyards . (Source IX. 1, 2, 3, 6) Therefore, temporary
construction activities and ongoing operational noise will have no impact on sensitive
receptors . .

5. Population/Housing : The project as proposed would not alter the location, distribution or '
density of human population in the area, or create' a demand for additional housing . In
addition, the project was reviewed by the Association of Bay Area Governments (AMBAG) :
and was found to be de minimus and not population generating . (Source : IX. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6;
7, 8, 9, 10) Therefore, the proposed winery expansion will not result in impacts to
population and housing.

6. Public Services : The proposed project consists of the construction of a winery addition, to an
existing winery which is currently served by public services and utilities . The project would
have no measurable effect on existing public services . The Monterey County Water
Resources Agency, Monterey County Public Works Department, and the Environmenta l

Health- -Division have--reviewed--the pr-oj ec4. These-
agencies-provided-comments-on-the-project, which\are incorporated into the project as recommended conditions of approval .
None of the County departments/ service providers indicated that this project would resul t
in potentially significant impacts . No new government facilities will be needed to support
the proposed winery expansion . There will be no . impact to response times or acceptable
service ratios for emergency responders . (Source : IX. 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7) Therefore, the
proposed project will not result in impacts to public services .

7. Recreation : The project would not result in a substantial increase in use of existing
recreational facilities . No parks, trail easements, or other recreational opportunities woul d
be adversely impacted by the proposed project . The subject property is not indicated as part
of any designated trails or natural reserve as shown in Figure 14 of the Central Salinas
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Valley Planning Area Map of the Central Salinas Valley Del Monte Forest Area Land Us e
Plan (Source: IX. 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7) . Therefore, the proposed project will not result in impact s
to recreation.

8 . Utilities/Service Systems : No new utilities are proposed as part of the project and no utilit y
relocation will be_réquired as a result of the proposed winery expansion . Water is provided
by an existing well on site and sewage disposal is provided by an on-site treatment system
with individual septic tanks for employee facilities . The 'proposed construction will no t
cause a substantial increase nor exceed the capacity of these utilities and services . The
Monterey County Water Resources . Agency has recommended a condition of approval that
will require on-site retention of storm water which will avoid any potential impacts on
storm water drainage facilities (Source : IX. 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7) Therefore, the proposed projec t
will not result in impacts to public utilities and public service systems .

B. DETERMINATION

On the basis of this initial evaluation :

❑ I fmd that the proposed project COULD NOT have a significant effect .on the
environment, and a NEGATIVE DECLARATION will .be prepared.

■ I find that although the proposed project could have a significant effect on th e
environment there will not be a significant effect in this case because revisions in the .
project have been made by or agreed to by the project proponent . AMITIGAI'.ED
NEGATIVE DECLARATION will be prepared.

❑ I find that the proposed project MAY have a significant effect on the . enviro'nment,•and an
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT is required .

❑ I find that the proposed project MAY have a "potentially significant impact" o r
"potentially significant unless mitigated" impact on the environment, but at least on e
effect 1) has been adequately analyzed in an earlier document pursuant to applicable .
legal standards, and 2) has been addressed by mitigation measures based on the earlie r
analysis as described on attached sheets . An ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT i s

_ equizedrbut it_n ust anal_y_ze o_nlythe effects that	 remain to be addressed .	

❑ I find that although the proposed project , could have a significant effect on the
environment, because all potentially significant effects (a) have been analyzed adequatel y
in an earlier EIR or NEGATIVE DECLARATION pursuant to applicable standards, and
(b) have been avoided or mitigated pursuant to that earlier EIR or NEGATIVE
DECLARATION, including revisions or mitigation measures that are imposed upon the

roject, nothing further is required .

Dateignature
Valerie Negrete, Assistant Planner
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V. EVALUATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

1) A brief explanation is required for all answers except "Nb Impact" answers that are
adequately supported by the information sources a lead agency cites in the parenthese s
following each question. A "No Impact" answer is adequately supported if th e
referenced information sources show that the impact simply does not apply to project s
like the one involved (e .g., the project falls outside a fault rupture zone) . A "No Impact"
answer should be explained where it is based on project-specific factors as well a s
general standards (e.g., the project will not expose sensitive receptors to pollutants, base d
on project-specific screening analysis) .

2) All answers must take into account the whole action involved, including offsite as well a s
onsite, cumulative as well as project-level, indirect as well as direct, and construction a s
well as operational impacts .

3) Once the lead agency has determined that a particular physical impact may occur, the n
the checklist answers must indicate whether the impact is potentially significant, less tha n
significant with mitigation, or less than significant. "Potentially Significant . Impact" is
appropriate if there is substantial evidence that an effect may be significant . If there are
one or more "Potentially Significant Impact" entries when the determination is made, an
EIR is required.

"Negative Declaration: Less Than Significant With Mitigation Incorporated" applie s
where the incorporation of mitigation measures has reduced an effect from "Potentiall y
Significant Impact" to a "Less Than Significant Impact ." The lead agency must describ e
the mitigation measures, and briefly explain how they reduce the effect to a less tha n
significant level mitigation measures from Section XVII, "Earlier Analyses," may b e
cross-referenced) .

5) Earlier analyses may be used where, pursuant to the tiering, program EIR, or other CEQ A
process, an effect has been adequately analyzed in an earlier EIR or negative declaration .
Section 15063(c)(3)(D) . In this case, a brief discussion should identify the following :

-a)--Barrier-Analysis-Used=Identify and state-where-they-are-available-forreview-
b) Impacts Adequately Addressed. Identify which effects from the above checklis t

were within the scope of and adequately analyzed in an earlier document pursuant
to applicable legal standards, and state whether such effects were addressed b y
mitigation measures based on the earlier analysis .

e) Mitigation Measures . For effects that are "Less than Significant with Mitigatio n
Measures Incorporated," describe the mitigation measures which wer e
incorporated or refined from the earlier document and the. extent to which they
address site-specific conditions for the project .

Lead agencies are encouraged to incorporate into the checklist references to informatio n
sources for potential impacts (e .g., general plans, zoning ordinances) . Reference to a
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previously prepared or outside document should, where appropriate, include a referenc e
to the page or pages where the statement is substantiated .

Supporting Information Sources : A source list should be attached, and other sources
used or individuals contacted should be cited in the discussion.

8)

	

The explanation of each issue should identify :

a) The significance criteria or threshold, if any, used to evaluate each question ; and
b) The mitigation measure identified, if any, to reduce the impact to less than

significance .

VI. ENVIRONMENTAL CHECKLIS T

1 .

	

AES11IETICS

Would the project:

a) Have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista ?
(Source :1,2, 2,3,4 &7)

b) Substantially damage scenic resources, including ; but
not limited to, trees, rock outcroppings, and histori c
buildings within a state scenic highway? (Source:
Source:1,2, 2,3,4 &7)

c) Substantially degrade the existing visual character or
quality of the site and its surroundings? (Source : 1,2,
2,3,4 &7 )

d) Create a new source of substantial light or glare which
would adversely affect day or nighttime views in the
area? (Source: 1,2, 2,3,4 &7)

Discussion/Conclusion/Mitigation :
Aesthetics 1(a) - Less Than Significant Impact
According to the Central Salinas Valley Area Plan the property is not located in a scenic vista.
Scenic corridors in the Central Salinas Valley Area Plan run along the foothills of Gabilan and
Sierra de Salinas Mountains, Pine Canyon, Chular Canyon, Arroyo Secco watershed and th e
Salinas Valley floor: The site is visible from Highway 10 .1 and sits in front of the Junipero Serra
Peak. New construction will match the existing architecture in size and bulk . Tucked behind the
existing vineyards this building will not be more visible than what currently exists . The closest
scenic highway is Arroyo Secco Road . Therefore, the potential impacts to scenic vistas is less
than significant.

Less Than
Significant

Potentially

	

With

	

Less Than
Significant

	

Mitigation

	

Significant

	

No
Impact

	

Incorporated

	

Impact

	

Impact

m

■

■
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Figure 5: View from Highway 10 1

Aesthetics 1(b) - Less Than Significant Impact
The site is not located in a scenic vista or designated scenic resource and will not damage a
scenic resource. Although the property is visible from Highway 101 it will not create a
potentially adverse visual impact. The subject property is not visible from Highway 1 or any
other state scenic highway. In addition there are no known rock outcroppings or historic
structures on or near the site (Source IX. 1, 6 & 7). Therefore, impacts would be substantially
less than significant and not degrade scenic resources within a state scenic highway .

Aesthetics I(c) - Less Than Significant Impact
The existing 180,700 square foot winery has missionary style architectural elements . The-
addition has been carefully designed to match the existing architecture . Therefore, the proposed
project . witl have a less than significant impact on the existing visual character and quality of th e
site and its surroundings:

Aesthetics 1(d) - Less Than Significant Impac t
To protect against substantial light related nuisances, a standard Monterey County condition o f
approval will be applied to require submittal of exterior lighting plans showing propose d
wattage, location, and fixtures to be used. The lights are required to be down-lit to illuminat e
only the area intended and to fully control off site glare (Sources IX. 1 & 3) . The project will not
create a new source of substantial light or glare which would adversely affect day or nighttim e
views in the area. Therefore, the proposed project will have a less than significant impact on day
or nighttime views in the area .

	

.
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2.

	

AGRICULTURAL AND FORES T

In determining whether impacts to agricultural resources are significant environmental effects, lead agencies ma y
refer to the California Agricultural Land Evaluation and Site Assessment Model (1997) prepared by the California
Dept of Conservation as an optional model to use in assessing impacts on agriculture and farmland . In determining
whether impacts to forest resources, including timberland, are significant environmental effects, lead agencies ma y
refer to information compiled by the California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection regarding the state' s
inventory of forest land, including the Forest and Range Assessment Project and the Forest Legacy Assessmen t
project; and forest carbon measurement methodology provided in Forest Protocols adopted by the California Ai r
Resources Board.

Less Than
Significant

Potentially

	

With.

	

Less Than
Significant Mitigation Significant

	

No
Wouldthe project :

	

Impact	 Incorporated	 Impact	 Impact

a) Convert Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or

	

❑

	

❑

	

■

	

❑
Farmland of Statewide Importance (Farmland), a s
shown on the maps prepared pursuant to the Farmlan d
Mapping and Monitoring Program of the Californi a
Resources Agency, to non-agricultural use? (Source :
1,2,3, 7)

b) Conflict with existing zoning for agricultural use, or a

	

❑

	

❑

	

❑
Williamson Act contract? (Source: 1,2,3, 7)

c) Conflict with existing zoning for, or cause rezoning of,
forest land (as defined in Public Resources Code
section 12220(g)), timberland (as defined by Publi c
Resources Code section 4526), or timberland zone d
Timberland Production (as defined by Governmen t
Code section 51104(g))? (Source : 1,2,3,7)

d) Result in the loss of forest land or conversion of fores t
land to non-forest use? (Source : 1,2,3,7)

Involve other changes in the existing ènvironmen t
which, due to their location or nature, could result in
conversion of Farmland, to non-agricultural use ?
(Source : 1,2,3, 7)

Agr-icultu-r-aI-and-Forest-Resou.r-ces-2.(a)=L- ess Than-Significant-Impact -
A winery is an allowable use within this designation and is considered by Monterey County
Zoning Code an Agricultural Processing Plant pursuant to 21 .06.020 (Source IX.4) . The Central
Salinas Area Plan identifies the property as Prime Agricultural lands . The proposed project is an
expansion of an agricultural operation but will not convert prime agricultural lands . The
expansion will involve the removal of approximately 1 .25 acres of existing vineyards in order t o
establish parking for future employees and only culminates less than .009% of the total site .
Figure 6 is the area of proposed parking and removal of 13 rows of vineyards . Figure 5 shows
this area is largely undisturbed . Figure 7 depicts the overall site which is largely planted in
vineyards .

❑

	

❑

	

❑

❑

	

❑

	

❑
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Figure 6: Area of proposed parking

Figure 7: Vineyards on Site

This project proposes a reduction in the number of required off street parking which will reduc e
impacts to additional prime faunland. The nature. of the winery operation does not warrant the
large number of parking spaces required. The expansion of a barrel room and tank. storage will
bring in an additional 108 temporary seasonal agricultural workers who will work for 4-6 weeks
out of the year. Typically, agricultural workers park alongside the vineyards closest to their work
ar-ea_ther-efor-e_ample-p- ar_king-alr_ead_y_exist _ he_proposed_b.aizeLand-tank rooiare_primarily 	 _	
storage type uses and will not increase the number of overall full time employees on site . To .
accommodate the nature of the agricultural operation the applicant is proposing a reduction i n
the number of required parking spaces for this addition to 47 spaces, requiring the removal of
1.25 acres of vineyards or 13 rows of vineyards (length of 650') . Monterey County code require s
169 spaces . By reducing the amount of pavement for parking the project will protect prim e
farmlands from further conversion and other ancillary effects such as run-off and sit e
disturbance. Monterey County Parking regulations allow for deviations from general parkin g
regulations in situations where the use of the property does not necessitate the number of parkin g
spaces required. In this case, parking proposed will still accommodate full time administrativ e
staff, seasonal staff will still have ample overflow parking throughout the property .
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In addition to a reduction in parking, the applicant is requesting an increase in height from 3 5
feet to 46 feet in order to further reduce the amount of vineyards removed from operation (se e
Section VI .9). The variance' in height will eliminate approximately . 31,600 square feet of
structure out of productive farmlands on the site . Overall, the reduction in parking and design o f
a taller building will eliminate or preserve the need for the removal of additional acres o f
farmland. As the winery is an allowable use within the Monterey County Zoning designation o f
Farmland/40 and for the reasons stated above, the project will have a less than significant impac t
to Farmland Resources and will not convert the property or uses to be non-agricultural .

Agricultural and Forest Resources 2(b) - No Impact
The project site is not under a Williamson Act contract although the project is located on Prime
Farmlands. The project will not convert farmland to a non-agricultural use, as the processing o f
grapes at such a winery facility in a wine growing region is consistent with the agricultural us e
of the property. Therefore, the proposed project will not conflict with existing zoning fo r
agricultural . use, or impact a Williamson Act contract. .

Agricultural , and Forest Resources 2(c) - No Impact
The subject property is located in an "F/40" Farmlands zoning district . The project site i s
currently used as a vineyard and wine production operation . A. winery is a compatible use within
the farmland designation. The proposed addition does not involve any tree removal and does not
involve timberland related operations . The winery addition will not conflict with existing zonin g
for, or cause rezoning of, forest land (as defined in Public Resources Code section 12220(g)) ,
timberland (as defined by Public Resources Code section 4526), or timberland zoned Timberland
Production (as defined by Government Code section 51104(g)) . Therefore, the proposed
addition will not conflict with existing zoning, forest land; or timberland zoning.

. Agricultural and Forest Resources 2(d )
Located within an existing winery the addition is situated adjacent to a contiguous vineyard. The
property is not within any forested areas or in a forest land . Therefore, the addition will not
result in the loss offorest land or conversion offorest kind to non forest use .

Agricultural and Forest Resources 2(e) - Less Than Significant Impac t
A winery is a use allowed within this designation and is considered by the Monterey County
Zoning Code an . agricultural processing plant . (Section 21.0.6.020) . The proposed use - will not
involve other changes in the existing environment which, due to their location or nature, could

--r-esul:tin--conversion-af-Farrnl:andtononagricultural-use .-Therefore,-theproposedproject-wi-l-l
have a less than significant impact on the existing environment which, due to' its location an d
nature, will not result in conversion ofFarmland to non-agricultural use.
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3 .

	

AIR QUALITY

Where available, the significance criteria established by the applicable air quality management, or air pollution
control district may be relied upon to make the following determinations .

Less Than
Significant

Potentially

	

With

	

Less Than
Significant

	

Mitigation

	

Significant

	

No
Would the project :

	

Impact

	

Incorporated

	

Impact

	

Impact

a) Conflict with or obstruct implementation of the

	

❑

	

❑

	

❑
applicable air quality plan? (Source : IX .1,2,5,6,8)

b) Violate any air quality standard or contribute

	

❑

	

■

	

❑
substantially to an existing or projected air quality
violation? (Source: IX.1,2,5,6,8)

c) Result in a cumulatively considerable net increase o f
any criteria pollutant for which the project region i s
non-attainment under an applicable federal or state
ambient air quality standard (including releasin g
emissions which exceed quantitative thresholds fo r
ozone precursors)? (Source : IX.1,2,5,6,8)

d) Result in significant construction-related air quality
impacts? (Source : IX .1,2,5,6,8)

e) Expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant
concentrations? (Source : IX.1,2,5,6,8)

f) Create objectionable odors affecting a substantia l
number of people? (Source : IX.1,2,5,6,8)

Discussion/Conclusion/Mitigation :
The Monterey Bay Unified Air Pollution Control District (MBUAPCD) prepared the Air Quality
Management Plait (AQMP) for the Monterey Bay Region . The AQMP addresses the attainment
and maintenance of State and federal ambient air quality standards within the North Centra l
Coast Air Basin (NCCAB) . As of January 2009, Monterey County is in attainment for all federa l
air . quality standards and . state standards for Carbon Monoxide (GO), Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2 ) ,
and fine particulate matter (PM2.5) . Monterey County is in non-attainment for PM IO and is
designated as-uon=attainm-erit=transitionâl-for thestate--1=hour-ozone-standard-Data-is-no•t
available concerning the state 8-hour ozone standard . Table 2 below depicts the attainment
status for the NCCAB region . If a region is in non-attainment, the air quality in the area fails to
meet standard and if there is attainment then the area meets standard.

Table 2 : Mr Resources 'Board Attainment Statu s

Current Attainment Status of the North Central Coast Mr Basi n

Pollutant Federal Stat e
Ozone (03) Attainment* Non-attainment **
Carbon Monoxide (CO) Attainment Monterey County - Attainment
Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2) Attainment Attainment

❑

	

❑ H

■

;■

■
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Inhalable Particulates (PM 10) ' Attainment Non-attainment
Fine Particulates (PM2.s) Unclassified/Attainment*** Attainment
Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2) Attainment Attainment
Sulfur Dioxide (SO2) Attainment Attainment
Lead Attainment Attainment

* The Federal 1 hour standard was revoked in the NCCAB on June 15, 2005 . The standard provided is for an 8-hou r
period .
** Effective July 26, 2007, the ARB designated the NCCAB a non-attainment area for the State ozone standard .
*** In 2006, the Federal 24-hour standard for PM as was revised from 65 to 35 fzg/m3 . Although new designations have not
been made as of August 2008, at the date of MBAQMP 2008 publication, it is expected that the NCCAB will be designate d
attainment.

Source: MBUAPCD Website (MBUAPCD 2008 )

Consistency with the AQMP is an indication of a project's cumulative adverse impact on
regional air quality (ozone levels) . A projects' consistency with AQMP district population is an
indication of. a projects' cumulative impact on air quality . It is not an indication of project-
specific impacts, which are evaluated according to the Air District's adopted thresholds - o f
significance . Generally, in the long-term, the primary source of air emissions is vehicular traffic .

Air Quality 3(a) - No Impact - According to the MBUAPCD's CEQA Air Quality Guidelines,
commercial, industrial or institutional projects are intended to meet the needs of a population .
This winery addition is commercial in nature and is not population generating . Therefore the
construction 'of•the 86,984 tank and barrel storage addition is in accordance with the AMBA G
population projections, which is accommodated in the AQMP .

Air Quality 3(b), (d) - Less than Significant with Mitigatio n
The Monterey Bay Unified Air Pollution Control District has established a threshold o f
significance for earthmoving activities of 2 .2 acres per day. Total cut and fill for the addition i s
10,800 cubic yards of earth movement. If the entire area were to be disturbed in one day (cut an d
fill combined), this threshold would not be exceeded . Grading activities will occur over a period
of weeks and will not exceed the threshold of 2 .2 acres per day . Although the threshold will no t
be exceeded, grading activities have the potential to create short-term construction relate d
impacts .

The following-mitigation shall be employed to reduce short term construction related impacts t o.
air quality, to less than significant

Air Quality Impacts (MM# 3-i) : To address the short-term construction related air quality
impacts-associated-with-grading-and building- ctivities;the-applicant-in--eonsuI-tatie with-a-
construction manager, shall establish a Best Available Construction Management Plan
(BACMP) per MBUAPCD standards and shall implement the following special . conditions prior
to grading and shall also be included in the General Notes on the Proposed Grading Plans an d
the Building Plans for the Kendall Jackson expansion project grading and building permit s
respectively.
Monitoring Actions :
Prior to issuance of building or grading permits, the applicant shall submit a plan to
implement BACMP prepared by a qualified construction manager or contractor utilizing
MBUAPCD standards . The BACMP shall be submitted to the Director of Planning for approval .
The plan shall include and incorporate the following :
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The contractor shall employ all labor, equipment and methods required to prevent th e
operations from producing dust in amounts damaging to adjacent property, cultivated
vegetation and domestic animals or causing a nuisance to persons occupying buildings in th e
vicinity of the jôb site . The contractor shall be responsible for damage caused by dust from
his grading operation. The following mitigation measures shall, be employed to mitigat e
potential adverse impact to air quality:

1. All unpaved construction areas shall be sprinkled with water (at least twice per
day in dry weather during grading activities . )

2. Apply non-toxic tackifier, or other suitable cover (such as jute netting, erosio n
control fabric, mulch, etc.), to exposed areas immediately after cut-and-fill
operations are complete .

3. Trucks hauling dirt and debris must be covered .
4. Post the project at two locations with a publicly visible sign during construction

operations . that specifies the telephone number and person to contact fo r
complaints and/or injuries from dust generation and other air quality problems
resulting from project construction .

5. Immediately sweep up spilled dirt or debris onto paved surfaces .
6. Cover on-site stockpiles of excavated materials .
7. Vacuum (e .g. road sweeper/vacuum) construction-related soils on public roads

whenever soils are visible .

Prior to final inspection, the owner, qualified construction manager or contractor shall provide
written certification that the construction management techniques have been carried out in
accordance with the BACMP .

With the implementation of . a management plan utilizing the Best Available Control Practice s
per MBUAPCD district standards there should be a less than significant impact with respect t o
potential construction-related air quality impacts . Therefore, the project will not violate any air
quality standard or contribute substantially to an existing or projected air quality violation nor
result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of any criteria pollutant for which the projec t
region is non-attainment under an applicable federal or state ambient air quality standard
(including releasing emissions which exceed quantitative thresholds for ozone precursors or
expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations) .

Air Quality 3(c) - Less Than Significant Ozone is a secondary pollutant that is not produce d
dixeetly_b-y_a_source, but_rather itis 	 formed by a reaction between NO	 and reactive organic gases
(ROG) in the presence of sunlight . Reductions in ozone concentrations are dependent on
reducing the amount of these precursors . As stated above, Monterey County is in attainment,
regarding the state standard for particulate matter (PMIO) and, because the standards for PM2 .5
were revised in 2006, and new designations have not been made since then ; the MBUAQMP
identifies PM2.5 levels as "Unclassified/Attainment," on the expectation that the North Central
Coast Air Basin will achieve attainment once standards are set . The major sources for this
pollutant are mineral quarries, grading, demolition, agricultural tilling, road dust, and vehicl e
exhaust . PMI0 levels in the area are primarily due to grading and motor vehicle emissions . As
noted above, the North Central Air Basin is at attainment levels for Nitrogen Dioxide, Sulfur
Dioxide, and Lead . Therefore, the project will not result in a cumulatively considerable ne t
increase of any criteria pollutant for which the project region is non-attainment under a n
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applicable federal or state ambient air quality standard (including releasing emissions whic h
exceed quantitative thresholds for ozone precursors) .

Air Quality 3(e) - Less Than Significant The site is surrounded by farmlands/agricultura l
properties, the closest sensitive receptor is .26 miles from the addition . Due to the distance and
surrounding land use any sensitive receptors would not be substantially affected by project
emissions . The project would require the implementation of a management plan utilizing the
Best Available Control Practices per MBUAPCD district standards for construction related air
contaminents and only minor releases of air contaminants are projected during construction an d
operation of the winery [refer to Sections 3(b, c) and 3(d)] . Truck delivery will not change and
overall truck trips will not substantially increase . The delivery schedule is not proposed t o
change as a result of the expansion. Construction related impacts and vehicle trips generated b y
the proposed project would not increase air contaminant emissions along local roadways .
Therefore, exposure of sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations would be les s
than significant.

Air Quality 3(f) - No Impact The proposed development would not increase population that
would otherwise exceed the forecast in the AQMP . The majority of the new building is used for
tank and barrel storage with no residential component . The most potentially significant air
quality issues will be related to the construction of an accessory structure. The addition will not
create or produce objectionable odors or the use of odor causing products or by-products . Air
quality to sensitive receptors will not be affected due to any objectionable odors [refer to Section
3(e)] . Therefore, the project will have no impact on any applicable air quality plan or create
objectionable odors affecting a substantial number of people.

4.

	

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES

Wouldthe project:

a) Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly o r
through habitat modifications, on any species identified
as a candidate, sensitive, or special status species i n
local or regional plans, policies, or regulations, or b y
the California Department . of Fish and Game or U .S .
Fish and Wildlife Service?

b) Have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian
habitat or other sensitive natural community identified
in local or regional plans, policies, or regulations or by
the California Department of Fish and Game or US
Fish and Wildlife Service?

c) Have a substantial adverse effect on federally protected

	

❑

wetlands as defined by Section 404 of the Clean Water
Act (including, but not limited to, marsh, vernal pool ,
coastal, etc.) through direct removal, filling,
hydrological interruption, or other means ?

Less Than
Significant

Potentially

	

With

	

Less Than
Significant

	

Mitigation

	

Significant

	

No .

Impact	 Incorporated	 .	 Impact	 Impact

❑

	

❑

	

❑
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4.

	

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES

	

Less Than
Significant '

Potentially

	

With

	

Less Than
Significant

	

Mitigation

	

Significant

	

No

Would theproject :

	

Impact	 Incorporated	 Impact	 Impact

d) Interfere substantially with the movement of any native
resident or migratory fish or wildlife species or with
established native resident or migratory wildlife
corridors, or impede the use of native wildlife nursery
sites ?

e) Conflict with any local policies or ordinances
protecting biological resources, such as a tre e
preservation policy or ordinance?

f) Conflict with the provisions of an adopted Habitat
Conservation Plan, Natural Community Conservation
Plan, or other approved local, regional, or. state habitat
conservation plan?

Discussion/Conclusion/Mitigation : See Section N.A.

❑

	

❑

	

❑

	

■

❑

	

R

❑

	

❑

	

R

Potentially
Significant

Impact

5.

	

CULTURAL RESOURCE S

Wouldthe project:

a) Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of
a historical resource as defined in 15064 .5?

b) Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of
an archaeological resource pursuant to 15064.5 ?

c) Directly or indirectly destroy a unique paleontological
resource or site or ùnique geologic feature?

Less Than
Significant

With

	

Less Than
Mitigation Significant

	

No
Incorporated	 Impact	 Impact

❑

	

■

■

■d) Disturb any human remains, including those interre d
outside of formal cemeteries?

	

-
❑

	

❑

	

❑

Discussion/Conclusion/Mitigation : See Section IV.A . 2
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GEOLOGY AND SOILS

Wouldthe project :

a) Expose people or structures to potential substantial
adverse effects, including the risk of loss, injury, o r
death involving :

i) Rupture of a known earthquake fault, as delineated
on the most recent Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Faul t
Zoning Map issued by the State Geologist for the
area or based on other substantial evidence of a
known fault? (Source : IX . 1,2,6,7,12,15) Refer to
Division of Mines and Geology. Special Publication
42 .

ii) Strong seismic ground shaking? (Source: IX.
1,2,6,7,12,15)

Less Than
Significant

Potentially

	

With .

	

Less Than
Significant

	

Mitigation Significant

	

No
Impact

	

Incorporated . Impact

	

Impact

❑

	

R

iii) Seismic-related ground , failure, including
liquefaction? (Source : IX. 1,2,6,7,12,15)

■

iv) Landslides? (Source : IX. 1,2,6,7,12,15)

b) Result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil ?
(Source: IX. 1,2,6,7,12,15)

c) Be located on a geologic unit or soil that is unstable, o r
that would become unstable as a result of the project,
and potentially result in on- or off-site landslide, latera l
spreading ; subsidence, liquefaction or collapse ?
(Source : IX . 1,2,6,7,12, 15)

d) Be located on expansive soil, as defined in Table 18-1-B
of the Uniform Building Code (1994), creating
substantial risks to life or property? (Source : IX .
1,2,6,7,12,15 )

e) Have soils incapable of adequately supporting the use of
septic tanks or alternative wastewater disposal systems
wh*re3ewe*sn*-t a-a*ila*il**ortlre dispz**a

l wastewater? (Source: IX. 1,2,6,7,12,15)

Discussion/Conclusion/Mitigation :
The site runs parallels to Highway 101 and is approximately 2 miles south of the City o f
Soledad. Currently, winery buildings are centrally located on the site surrounded by plante d
vineyards, shown in Figure 8 below. The northwestern portion of the property straddles th e
Arroyo Secco River and is in the 100 year floodplain, Zone A . The Arroyo Secco River is over
250 feet away from site structures . No structures exist or are proposed in or near the northeastern
portion of the property . The site is relatively flat .

■
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Figure 8: Aerial of Site

No fault traces are thought to be directly across from the proposed addition however Monterey
County, like most of California, contain several active and potentially active faults . The closest
Regional active fault to the project site is the San Andreas Rift System and the Rinnconada-Reliz-
King Fault zones, located approximately 14.3 miles and 4.2 miles to the northeast of the project;
these two regional faults have the greatest potential for seismic activity with estimated intensitie s
of VII-VIII Mercalli at this location. A Geotechnical Soils-Foundation' and Geoseismic Repor t
was prepared by Grice Engineering assessed project specific geological considerations an d
determined the site to be suitable for the proposed expansion.

Geology and Soils 6 (a-i) No Impact The closest local faults to the site are the .Reliz Fault,
Rinconada-Reliz-King City Fault Zone, Sierra de Salinas Section 296b located from 2 .1-2 . 9
miles from the site . These local faults are short, localized and energy release is considerably les s
than regional faults . The most active fault is the San Andreas Rift System (Creeping Segment) ,
located approximately 14.3 miles to the northeast. The site is not located within any . Earthquake
Fault Zones in accordance with the Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Act therefore havin g
a low potential for surface rupture . Therefore, the addition will not expose people or structures
to potential substantial adverse effects, including the risk of loss, injury, or death involving :
Rupture of a known - earthquake fault, as delineated on the most recent Aiquist-Prialo

__ Earthquake FaultZoning	 Map issued by the State Geologist for the area or based on other
substantial evidence ofa known fault.

Geology and Soils 6 (a-ii) Less Than Significan t
No fault traces are thought to be directly across from the proposed addition however Monterey
County, like most of California, contain several active and potentially active faults . The closest
Regional active fault to the project site is the San Andreas Rift System and the Rinconada-Reliz-
King Fault zones, located approximately 14 .3 miles and 4 .2 miles to the northeast of the project ;
these two regional faults have the greatest potential for seismic activity with estimated intensitie s
of VII-VIII Mercalli at this location . VII to VIII Mercalli levels indicate ground shaking that
would cause 'difficulty standing, damage to poorly built or badly designed structures an d
movement of heavy furniture . Due to the proximity of faults to the this site and anticipate d
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seismic activity impacts resulting from strong seismic-related ground shaking is considered less
than significant.

Geology and Soils 6 (a-iii) Less than Significant
The liquefaction potential of the site is considered low as the depth to free water is greater tha n
30 feet. No fault traces are thought to be directly located in or around the addition. Although the
likelihood of seismic activity is relatively low, the geotechnical report recommends that al l
structures be designed and built in accordance with the requirements of the California Buildin g
Code and that the addition be founded on undisturbed native soils and /or tested and accepte d
engineered fill to prevent resonance amplification between soils and the structure. Monterey
County RMA-Building Department reviews all building permit applications for consistency with
engineer specifications and compliance with the current building codes prior to issuance . Actual

, construction is then inspected for compliance with plans and building code during construction
by Monterey County building inspectors and special contract inspectors where required . As a
standard condition, the applicant will submit a final inspection report by the geologic enginee r
providing certification that all development has been constructed in accordance with the geologi c
report. Therefore, potential adverse impacts as a result of seismic-related ground failure an d
liquefaction are considered less than significant.

Geology and Soils 6 (a-iv) No' Impact
The site is not located within an on-site or off-site landslide hazard . The project site is relatively
flat and not in close proximity to significant slopes, therefore, there is no potential for adverse
impacts from landslides.

Geology and Soils 6 (b) No Impact
Removal of native vegetation, including trees and the proposed cut and fill for the building pads ,
will leave exposed loose soils at the site . Loose, exposed top soils can erode rapidly when mixed
with water. The site drainage and erosion control plans are essential to reducing the impact o f
erosion on the site . Recommendations in the soils report echo Monterey County standard
practices for drainage control. Permanent storm water runoff will be controlled in accordance
with the conditions of approval recommended by the Monterey County Water Resources Agenc y
which requires submittal and approval of a drainage plan . Monterey County Building Service s
Department requires erosion control plans and measures to be in place during the grading
process when a grading permit. is. required . . Standard erosion control. practices include the use of
covering or vegetating exposed soils, using silt fences or straw bales to contain surface runoff ,
andwhere-possibleto-complete-soil-disturbing activities-out side-ofthe-rainy-season from
October 15 through April 15 . The Monterey County RMA-Building Department, Gradin g
Division reviews all request for winter grading and must make an exception to allow gradin g
during" this time. Incorporating the soils report recommendations, conditions of approval fro m
Water Resources, and general policies of the RNLI-Building Department throughout the projec t
will have no impact on soil erosion .

Geology and Soils 6 (c) No Impact
Liquefaction and lateral spreading were determined to have a very low potential of occurrence ,
due to the soils on the site not having properties normally associated with these situations :. Since
the site is relatively flat and not inclose proximity to significant slopes, there is no potential for
adverse impacts from landslides . Therefore, the addition will not be located on a geologic unit o r
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soil that is unstable, or would become unstable as a result of the project, and potentially result in
on- or ofsite landslide, lateral spreading, subsidence, liquefaction or collapse .

Geology and Soils 6 (d) No Impact
In general the soils at the site were found to be acceptable for foundation purposes provided th e
geotechnical report recommendations are followed. Compliance with the Uniform Building
Code's current edition for the additions foundation design and construction was recommended in
the report. The property soil type was found to be D . The undisturbed, in-situ, native soils and
accepted certified engineered fill are suitable for foundation purposes and display engineering
properties adequate for the anticipated soil pressures . Monterey County RMA-Buildin g
Department reviews all building permit applications for consistency with engineer specification s
and compliance with the current building codes prior to issuance . Actual construction is then
regularly inspected for compliance with plans and building code specifications during
consttu.ction by Monterey County building inspectors and special contract inspectors wher e
required. Therefore, the project will not be located on expansive soil, as defined in Table 18-1- B
of the . Uniform Building Code (1994); creating substantial risks to life or property.

Geology and Soils 6 (e) - Less than Significant Impact
Domestic wastewater at the facility is generated from restrooms, laboratory, and lunch room
facilities and with the expansion it is expected that domestic wastewater flows will increase . The
current leachfield system consists of five 100 linear foot disposal lines (500 linear feet total) ,
each equipped with distribution boxes and observation risers . Leachfield soil is predominantly
silty sand, interbedded with well graded sand . The depth of leachfield trenches are six feet wit h
two feet of cover and eight square feet of side wall area per foot. The distance between leachfield
lines are twelve feet on-center and follow the contour of the natural grade . There is no indication
from the Soils Report prepared by Earth Systems dated July 2, 1997 and the Geotechnical Soil s
Foundation report prepared by Grice Engineering dated February 2008 that the soils on site
would not support an additional septic system . There is a 100% identified expansion area, 50 0
linear feet reserve, next to the existing leachfield for a future septic system . Figure 9 below
depicts the area of the septic system and future expansion areas. (Source IX.12,13) The project
has been reviewed by the Environmental Health Department and adequate area exists on site for
additional wastewater treatment . . The winery has applied for and was approved by Californi a
Regional Water Quality Control Board (CRWQCD) for additional wastewater disposal in
accordance with their current Wastewater.. Permit . issued by the CRWQCB . . Therefore, the project
will have a less than significant impact on soils supporting the additional septic tanks or
alternative-wastewater-disposal systems-where sewers-a-re- not-ava- il-ableforthe-disposal-of
wastewater.

Planner: Negrete, V. Page 25
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Figure.9: Location of Septic System
trh^*pcs*-c1 :
*uicclfir-s***

Area of Future Septic

7.

	

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS Less Than.
Significant

Potentially With Less Than
Significant Mitigation Significant No

Would the project: Impact Incorporated Impact Impact

a) Generate greenhouse gas emissions, either
directly or indirectly, that may have a significant
impact on the environment? (Source : IX.1,2 ;8,17) ❑ ❑

b) Conflict with an applicable plan, policy o r
regulation adopted for the purpose of reducing the

	

■

emissions of greenhouse gases? (Source : IX .1,2, 8,17 )

DiscussionlConclusioi lMitigation: .

	

.
In' order to reduce the statewide level of GHG emissions, the State Legislature adopte d
Galiforniâ-A-ssembly Bill-3-2-(AB32)-Galifor isGloba-l-War-nvng Solutions-Aet of2006AB 32
established a comprehensive statewide program of regulatory and market mechanisms to achiev e
reductions in GHG emissions, thereby reducing the State's vulnerability to global climate chang e
(GCC) . .

The California Office of Planning and Research ( .OPR) has requested the California Air
Resources Board (CARB), the state agency charged with regulating statewide air quality, assis t
with the development of a method for setting statewide thresholds of significance that can b e
used by local agencies as a basis for developing/adopting their own thresholds of significance.
CARE, in October 2008, issued the first draft of a recommended approach entitle d
Recommended Approaches for Setting Interim Significance Thresholds for Greenhouse Gases
under the California Environmental Quality Act. In the absence of specific guidance from the
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state, some agencies have adopted their own thresholds of significance, while others have
determined that for the time being, a determination of the significance of climate change impact s
is too speculative .

Greenhouse Gas Emissions 7 (a) - Less than Significant
Acceleration in the rate of warming is largely the result of emissions of carbon dioxide and othe r
greenhouse gases (GHG) from human activities which , include industrial processes, fossil fuel
combustion, and changes in land use, such as deforestation . The cumulative scenario for climate
change is based on whether or not the proposed project would result in emissions of greenhous e
gases that could cumulatively contribute to global warming or climate change . Currently neither
the California Air Resources Board, the MBUAPCD, nor Monterey County have establishe d
regulations, guidance, methodologies, or other means that would require the implementation o f
measures to reduce GHG emissions from projects . In lieu of State guidance or locally adopted
thresholds, a primarily qualitative approach will be used to evaluate possible impacts for th e
proposed project. Construction of the winery addition will be short term and traffic to and fro m
the winery as a result of the addition will not increase significantly (Source V .16). The project
will create a temporary impact to air quality caused by construction activities, the result of the
project will not increase the baseline amount of GHGs emitted prior to the project. The winery
addition will not permanently create a greater amount of vehicle trips nor will it cause an
increase in the emission of carbon dioxide (CO 2) by fuel combustion. Therefore, the proposed
project would not generate greenhouse gas emissions, either directly or indirectly, that may have
a significant have a significant impact on climate change. -

Greenhouse Gas Emissions 7 (b) - Less than Significant
Neither. the California Air Resources Board, the MBUAPCD, nor Monterey County hav e
established regulations, guidance, methodologies, or other means that would require th e
implementation of measures to reduce GHG emissions from projects . However, Title 24, Part 6
of California Building Code (Energy Efficiency 'Standards or Residential Buildings) woul d
require new construction to meet the minimum requirements for energy efficient windows ,
insulation, lighting, plumbing, and mechanical equipment. Prior to the issuance of the building
permit (a ministerial permit) the owner/applicant shall submit a Certificate of Compliance (CR-
1R) demonstrating how the project meets the minimum requirements for energy efficiency . -Th e
contractor and/or sub-contractors responsible for the installation of windows, insulation, lighting,
plumbing, . and mechanical :equipment are subject to an Installation Certificate (CF-6R) certifyin g
that the installed features, materials, components or manufactured devices conform to th e

-construction plans-and-the-C-eutifiaate-of-C-ompl anee documents-wh Gh--wre-approved.- The-
winery addition will be energy efficient and by design will utilize the best available energy
efficient materials as required by the California Building Code. Therefore, conflict with an
applicable plan, policy or regulation adopted for the purpose of reducing the emissions of
greenhouse gases.
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HAZARDS AND IIAZARI OUS MATERIAL S

Would the project:

a) Create a significant hazard to the public or the .
environment through the routine transport, use, o r
disposal of hazardous materials? (Source :
IX . 1,2,5,6,7,10,13)

b) Create a significant hazard to the public or the
environment through reasonably foreseeable upset an d
accident conditions involving the release of hazardou s
materials into the environment? (Source :
(X.1,2,5,6,7,10,13)

c) Emit hazardous emissions or handle hazardous or *
acutely hazardous materials, substances, or waste withi n
one-quarter mile of an existing or proposed school?
(Source: IX.1,2,5,6,7,10,13)

d) Be located on a site which is included on a list of
hazardous materials sites compiled pursuant to
Government Code Section 65962 .5. and, as a result,
would it create a significant hazard to the public or th e
environment? (Source : IX.1,2,5,6,7,10,13)

e) For a project located within an airport land use plan or ,
where such a plan has not been adopted, within two
miles ofa public airport or public use airport, would the
project result in a safety hazard for people residing o r
working in the project area? (Source :
1X.1,2,5,6,7,10,13 )

For a project within the vicinity of a private airstrip ,
would the project result in a safety hazard for people
residing or working in the project area? (Source:
IX.1,2,5,6,7,10,13 )

g) Impair implementation of or physically interfere with a n
adopted emergency response plan or emergency
evacuation plan?-(Source:IX-I*,5;6*-10-13)	

h) Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss ,
injury or death involving wildland fires, including
where wildlands are adjacent to urbanized areas or
where residences are intermixed with wildlands?
(Source: (X.1,2,5, 6,7,10,13 )

Discussion/Conclusion/Mitigation :

Hazards and Hazardous Materials 7 (a), (b) - Less Than Significant Impac t
The project site is currently used for agriculture and agricultural uses . Pesticides and other gas
materials such as sulfur dioxide is stored and used on the property. These materials are not

r
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considered hazardous if used according to the directions and are typical of products found at an y
winery . Other solvents such as disinfectants and commercial cleaners may also be used on site
and are commonly used in a household . The Monterey County Department of Environmental
Health has reviewed the winery expansion and found all'site chemical usage to be in complianc e
with the CRWQCB and no hazardous materials will be handled . Table 3 below lists the various
types of chemicals used on site for the processing of wine, cleaning processing areas an d
equipment in 2006. None of these chemicals are considered hazardous and are. chemicals
normally found in any household.

Table 3: Chemical Usage at the Site

Specific
Density .

Estimated
Quantity Used in

'Yea r_22006
(pounds). Typical UsageChemical Used

Empirical
'Formula

Citric Acid H,CflHsa= 1 .54 6,000 Gleaning, Disinfection ,
Nautra€imation

440K KOK NA 3;600 Sanitation •
Chioro 2-3-1 Sodium

Hydroxide
Solution

NA 7,200 Sanitation

Tartaric Acid C1H E.Q6 1_76 6000 pH and Acidity
AdÉustrnents

Bentonite NA 2_5 1000 Clarrification! Fining of
juice and Wine

Sodium Percarbonate Peroxide
Solution

. NA 4000 Press Gleaner

The Hazardous Materials Division of the Monterey County Environmental Health Departmen t
annually inspects registered sites with hazardous materials permits and has found the site to b e
in compliance with state and local regulations . Therefore, the proposed addition will not create
a significant hazard to the public or the environment through the routine transport, use, o r
disposal of hazardous materials or create a significant hazard to the public or the environmen t
through reasonably foreseeable upset and accident conditions involving the release of
hazardous materials into the environment.

Hazards and Hazardous Materials 7 (c), (d), (e), (f), (g), (h) - No Impact
.The proposal involves an agricultural development where there would be no use of hazardou s
materials that would constitute a threat of explosion or other significant release that would pose a
threat . to' neighboring properties. The proposed winery addition would not involve stationary
operations, create substantial hazardous emissions 'or handle hazardous materials . The site
location and scale have no impact on emergency response or emergency evacuation and is not
included on any list of hazardous materials sites . The closest school, Mission Elementary School ,

is-ovr-a-quarter-mile-away-fromthe-site-at nearly 3-2-5-miles-away-on oothill Road-in Salinas--
The property is not located near an airport or airstrip . South County Fire Protection District ha s
reviewed the project application and recommended conditions of approval regarding fire safety ,
including fire sprinklers and posting of the address for emergency services . Therefore, th e
proposed project would not result in impacts related to hazards/hazardous materials .
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HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY

Would the project :

a) Violate any water quality standards or waste discharge
requirements? (Source : IX. 1,6, 7,8,13 )

b) Substantially deplete groundwater supplies or interfer e
substantially with groundwater recharge such that ther e
would be a net deficit in aquifer volume or a lowerin g
of the local groundwater table level (e.g., the
production rate of pre-existing nearby wells would
drop to a level which would not support existing land
uses or planned uses for which permits have bee n
granted)? (Source : : IX . 1,6, 7,8,13 )

c) Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the
site or area, including through the alteration of the
course of a stream or river, in a manner which would
result in substantial erosion or siltation on- or off-site?
(Source :. IX. 1,6, 7,8,13 )

d) Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the
site or area, including through the alteration of th e
course of a stream or river, or substantially increase th e
rate or amount of surface runoff in amanner which
would result in flooding on- or off-site? (Source : IX.
1,6, 7,8,13).

e) Create or contribute runoff water which would excee d
the capacity of existing or planned stounwater drainag e
systems or provide substantial additional sources of
polluted runoff? (Source : IX. 1,6, 7,8,13)

f) Otherwise substantially degrade water quality?
(Source.: IX . 1,6, 7,8,13 )

g) Place housing within a 100-year flood hazard area a s
mapped on a federal Flood Hazard Boundary or Floo d
Insurance Rate Map or other flood hazard delineatio n

-map?(Source: IX.1,6,_7 8-,--13)-

h) Place within. a 100-year flood hazard area structure s
which would impede or redirect flood flows? (Source :
IX. 1,6, 7,8,13)

i) Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss ,
injury or death involving flooding, including floodin g
as a result of the failure of a levee or dam? (Source : IX.
1,6, 7,8,13)

j ) Inundation by seiche, tsunami, or mudflow? (Source :
IX. 1,6, 7,8,13 )
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Discussion/Conclusion/Mitigation :
The facility does not discharge any wastes to any surface waters and captures sediments,
nutrients, herbicides, pesticides and other constituents from entering state waters on site . An
existing well on the site will provide for domestic water and water for processing .

Currently, the facility produces approximately 1,577,000 cases of wine per year that is collecte d
from crushing approximately 22,000 tons of grapes . The winery produces mostly white wines .
The expansion will increase the winery's capacity to produce red wines to 32,000 tons of grapes
per year consisting of approximately 20% red grapes and 80% white grapes for, a total increas e

' of 10,000 tons (Source IX.13). The addition will also increase operational ' improvements ,
management of products and treatment of process water and solids generated at the site . Grapes
will be delivered to the site and crushed during the months of September and October and grap e
products are further crushed during the months of November through June .

Hydrology and Water Quality 8(a) - Less Than . Significant Impact
Wash water, crushing waste and processing wastes will comprise the bulk of discharg e
wastewater. The peak of water use is also seasonal with the Crush season lasting approximately
60-75 days' and the "non-crush" season being the remainder of the year . The non-crush water
used for process flows could be as much as 63,000 gallons per day, crush season average flows
to approximately 125,000 gallons per day and during peak crush winery process water flow
should not be more than 350,000 gallons during a 24 hour period during crush season. The
existing irrigation well will continue to provide vineyard irrigation and will provide on-site fire
protection. The process wastewater will be treated then used in combination with well water to .
irrigate the vineyard which is approximately 300 acres of vineyards . The discharge and treatment
of winery process waste is currently regulated under the CRWQCB under the General WDR .
(Waste Discharge Requirements), Kendall Jackson has a permit to comply with these regulations : .
(General WDR Permit R3-2002-0084) and is in compliance with their current permit (IX . 6) In::.., .
addition to compliance to the facility's ongoing General WDR Permit from the CRWQCB, th e
Environmental Health Department has reviewed the expansion and is requiring a standard
condition of approval to comply with adopted codes and ordinances pertaining to water quality
as follows :

✓ Submit onsite wastewater treatment system plans for review and approval that wil l
accommodate the estimated 135 winery employees during harvest time . Indicate the
location, design Layout andsize spécif cations thât meet standards found in Mmnte*ey
County Code Chapter 15 .20, Sewage Disposal Ordinance, and the Central Coast
Basin Plan, RWQCB ,

A Notice of Intent to Comply with General WDR was prepared by Kennedy/Jenks consultant, o n
April 4, 2008 (Source IX.13) for the California Regional Water Quality Control Board to
increase production and continue to treat and discharge water and solids at the Kendall Jackso n
facility. The applicant has already submitted an application to the California Regional Wate r
Quality Control Board for evaluation and to obtain a wastewater discharge permit . The permit
must be granted by this agency prior to operation of the basins .
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The applicants are following the appropriate design and permitting steps to ensure that the
project does not violate any water quality standards or waste discharge requirements . Therefore,
there is a less than significant impact on any potential violations of any water quality standard s
or waste discharge requirements . Existing wells on the property will be used to provide water for
the new systems and processing .

Hydrology and Water Quality 8(e) (f) - Less Than Significant Impact
Stormwater related to industry activity is managed and discharged per requirements prescribe d
under CRWQCB General National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES), of whic h
the facility has a `permit for (NPDES Permit No . 97-03-DWQ) Stormwater that is not
commingled with winery process water is discharged to the existing storm drainage system .
Stormwater that comes in contact with winery process water is not discharged to the existin g
storm drainage system or any surface waters . (Sotilrce IX . 13) The proposed expansion is
designed- with sufficient drainage facilities to divert local runoff and is being constructed i n
accordance with. the facilities current permit. Therefore, the expansion will have a less than
significant impact on runoff water which would exceed the capacity of existing or planne d
stormwater drainage systems or provide substantial additional sources ofpolluted runoff.

Hydrology and Water Quality 8 (b), (c), (d), (0, (h), .(i), (j) - No Impact
Water supply used for the facility operations is supplied from a groundwater production well
located on the southeast corner of the facility . The facility's supply water is greater than 200 feet
from the nearest process water application area and is greater than 200 feet from the domesti c
waste water leachfield. Bottled water is delivered to the site for drinking use . Groundwater in the .
process water treatment pond area is protected by the synthetic liner to protect from infiltration .
of pond water into underlying soils . No changes in the existing drainage patterns on the site are .
proposed. Existing drainage on site will not be impacted as a result of the addition . Although the
rear of the property is located in the 100 year flood plain, no structures or housing will be placed-
in this area. Therefore, the addition will have no impact on groundwater supplies or interfere.
substantially with groundwater recharge such that there would be a net deficit in aquifer volum e
or a lowering of the local groundwater table level . The project would not substantially alter th e
existing drainage pattern of the site or area would, not place housing within a 100 year flood
hazard area as mapped on a federal Flood Hazard Boundary or expose people or structures to a
significant risk of loss, injury or death involving flooding, including flooding as a result of th e
failure ofa levee or dam or have an impact on seiche, tsunami, or mudflow .
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10 . LAN -US AND PLANNING

Would the project:

a) Physically divide an established community? (Source : 1 ,
2,3,4,7&15)

b) Conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy, o r
regulation of an agency with jurisdiction over th e
project (including, but not limited to the general plan,
specific plan, local coastal program, or zonin g
ordinance) adopted for the purpose of avoiding or

.mitigating an environmental effect? (Source: 1, 2, 3, 4, 7
&15 )

c) Conflict with any applicable habitat conservation plan
or natural community conservation plan? (Source: 1, 2 ,
3,4,7&15)

Discussion/Conclusion/Mitigation :

Land Use and Planning (a) - No 'Impact
The project will not divide an established community. The site is an established vineyard and
winery with surrounding land uses of agricultural operations . Therefore, the project will not.
physically divide an' established community .

Land Use and Planning (b) - Less Than . Significant Impact
The property site is located in an area designated by the Monterey County' General Plan and
Zoning Code for agricultural use . The expansion will comply with the intent and allowed uses of •:
the property . The project'site is designated as Prime Farmland and the expansion will continue to
use the property as a viable agricultural operation (agricultural processing plant) . The project, as
proposed, would not have an impact on land use in the area or significantly reduce the acreage
available for various agricultural crops. The proposed project does not require rezoning an d
would not conflict . with adjacent Williamson Act contracts . In 1997, the winery received
approval for a variance (PLN9705.59) in order to deviate . from the F/40 zoning. . districts height
limitation of 35 feet . By allowing a taller building, less viable agricultural land would be covere d
instructure-Atthe-district-height the-project-would be-113 ;450-square-feet :n-additional-31;600
square feet. The addition will match the existing structures in design, bulk and height, therefore a
height variance is requested in order to ensure a consistent project design and further -protect
viable agricultural land from being covered by structurés . Figure 10 shows the existin g
architecture of the winery . Therefore, the project will not conflict with any applicable land use
plan, policy, or' regulation of an agency with jurisdiction over the project (including, but no t
limited to the general plan, specific plan, local coastal program, or zoning ordinance) adopte d

for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect .
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Figure 10: View of Existing Buildings

Land Use Planning (c) - No Impact
No habitat conservation plans or natural community conservation plans are in place in the projec t
area, therefore the project will not have an impact on any habitat or natural community
conservation plan .

11. MINERAL RESOURCES
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mineral resource recovery site delineated on a loca l
general plan, specific plan or other land use plan?

Discussion/Conclusion/Mitigation : See Section W.A.3

12.	 NOISE

Would the project result in:

a) Exposure of persons to or generation of noise levels i n
excess of standards established in the local general plan
or noise ordinance, or applicable standards of other
agencies?

b) Exposure of persons to or .generation of excessiv e
groundbome vibration or groundbome noise levels ?
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12.

	

NOISE ,

Would the project result in :

c) A substantial permanent increase in ambient nois e
levels in the project vicinity above levels existing
without the project?

d) A substantial temporary or periodic increase in ambien t
noise levels in the project vicinity above levels existin g
without the project?

e) For a project located within an airport land use plan or,
where such a plan has not been adopted,within two
miles of a public airport or public use airport, woul d
the project expose people residing or working in th e
project area to excessive noise levels ?

f) For a project within the vicinity of a private airstrip ,
would the project expose people residing or working in
the project area to excessive noise levels ?

Discussion/Conclusion/Mitigation : See Section IV.A.4.

13 . POPULATION AND HOUSING

Wouldthe project:

a) Induce substantial population growth in an area, eithe r
directly (for example, by proposing new homes an d
businesses) or indirectly (for example, through
extension of roads or other infrastructure)?

b) Displace substantial numbers of existing housing ,
necessitating the construction of replacei ent housin g
elsewhere?

c) Displace substantial numbers of people, necessitating .
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Discussion/Conclusion/Mitigation: See Section N.A. 5 .
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14. PUBLIC SERVICES

Would the project result in :

Substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the
provision of new or physically altered governmenta l
facilities, need for new or physically altered governmenta l
facilities, the construction of which could cause significant
envirônmental impacts, in order to maintain acceptabl e
service ratios, response times or other performance
objectives for any of the public services :

a)

	

Fire protection?
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❑

	

■
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Police protection?
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Discussion/Conclusion/Mitigation : See Section I .A.6. .

15. RECREATION
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Discussion/Conclusion/Mitigation : See Section IV .A.7 .
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16 .

	

TRANSPORTATION/TRAFFIC

Would the project :

a) Conflict with an applicable plan, ordinance or policy
establishing measures of effectiveness for the
performance of the circulation system, taking into
account all modes of transportation including mass
transit and non-motorized travel and relevant
components of the circulation system, including but not
limited to intersections, streets, highways and freeways ,
pedestrian and bicycle paths, and mass transit? (Source :
1,6,7,10,11,15, 21 )

b) Conflict with an applicable congestion managemen t
program, including, but not limited to level of servic e
standards and travel demand measures, or other
standards established by the county congestion
management agency for designated roads or highways ?
(Source : 1,6,7,10,11,15 )

c) Result in a change in air traffic patterns, including either

	

■
an increase in traffic levels or a change in location that
results in substantial safety risks? (Source :
1,6,7,10,11,15 )

d) Substantially increase hazards due to a design feature
(e .g., sharp curves or dangerous intersections) or
incompatible uses (e .g., farm equipment)? (Source :
1,6,7,10,11,15)

e) Result in inadequate emergency access? (Source :
1,6,7,10,11,15)

f) Conflict with adopted policies, plans, or programs
regarding public transit, bicycle, or pedestrian facilities ,
or otherwise decrease the performance or safety of such
facilities? (Source: 1,6,7,10,11,15)

Discussion/ConclusionLMitigation:----
The Kendall Jackson facility is located off of Highway 101 and Doud Road in Soledad . Access
to the - site is through Highway 101 and Arroyo Secco Road . In 1997 a traffic report was prepare d
by Higgins and Associates analyzing traffic conditions at that time. Figure 11 shows the
intersection that was analyzed in the first traffic report prepared in 1997. No improvements were
requirèd at the time however, Caltrans has jurisdiction over the exit off of Arroyo Secco Road
and Hwy 101 and as a condition of approval Caltrans reserved the right to review any increase i n
usage to this intersection. During the project review Caltrans looked at the proposed expansion
and had no comment.
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Figure 11: Intersections of Arroyo Secco and Highway 10 1

Over the past five years an additional route, Doud Road and Highway 101, has been opened .
Doud Road can be accessed off of Highway 101 as an alternative to exiting Arroyo Secco Roa d
southbound towards Doud Road . The Doud Road exit is approximately 740 feet from th e
entrance of the winery shown in Figure 12 . The Arroyo Secco Road and Highway 101 exit is
approximately 1 .3 miles from the entrance of the winery . During the review of the expansion,
CalTrans began a safety study of the Doud Road exit and concluded that no significant issue s
were found with a recommendation of trirnrning of the brush to the northwest point of the exit. .

A traffic report for the expansion of the winery was prepared by Hatch Mott MacDonald in 200 8
to determine the trip generation for the new expansion and any potential impacts to traffic as a
result of the expansion. The updated traffic report did not analyze the Doud Road exit as it is not
used by winery personal and trucks servicing the site . There is no wine. tasting on the property,
therefore there will be no additional trips from visitors .

Figure 12: Intersection of Highway 101 and Doud Road
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Table 4: Estimated Trip Generation from expansio n
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Source : Higgins and Associates, Traffic Report dated March 28, 2008 .

There are no published trip generation rates for winery facilities, hence Higgins and Associates

assessed the proposed expansion based on existing operation and anticipated operations . Table 4

above, depicts the estimated trip generation.

It is estimated that during the harvest season 100 additional employees trips will be generated

and during non harvest season an additional 30 daily trips will be generated by employees . The

large majority of employee trips are not traveling during peak hours . The day shift at the winery

occurs between 6AM to 6PM. For traffic analysis peak AM hours are 7AM- 9AM and peak P M

hours between 4PM to 6PM . Winery employees are at the site before and after the peak traffic

times .
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With the expansion truck deliveries of wine will increase . In total, during harvest season an
additional 180 daily truck trips will be generated for both white and red wine deliveries .'

Transportation/Traffic (a) No Impact

	

-
According to the Traffic Report prepared by Higgins and Associates, additional trips will occu r
during non peak times and will not generate a significant impact to Highway 101 and Arroy o
Secco. Highway 101 and Arroyo Secco are at acceptable operation. The project does not have a
significant impact on pavement loading at the Arroyo Secco Road and Doud Road segments .
Traffic to and from the winery are made during off peak AM and PM hours therefore not addin g
additional congestion or additional significant capacity to these segments . According to the
"Monterey County General Bikeways Path" the winery . is not located in an area designated for
bicycle. paths or future bicycle' facilities . Therefore, the project will have no impact on any
applicable plan, ordinance or policy establishing measures of effectiveness for the performanc e
of the circulation system, taking into account all modes of transportation including mass transi t
and non-motorized. travel and relevant components of the circulation system, including but no t
limited to intersections, streets, highways and freeways, pedestrian and bicycle paths, and mas s
transit.

Transportation/Traffic (b) No Impact
The Arroyo Secco Road and Highway 101 exit is functioning as a Level of Service "B" and wil l
continue to operate under this level with the winery expansion . Caltrans endeavors to maintain a .
target LOS at the transition between LOS "C" and LOS "D" . (Source IX .11) Monterey County' s
established LOS goal for county roads is "C" . The winery segments analyzed were both above
service levels for Caltrans and Monterey County LOS road networks . The nature of the winery
requires employees to travel from 6AM to 6PM, and for the purposes of traffic impacts thes e
shifts and trips are during off peak hours . Therefore; the addition will not Conflict with an
applicable congestion management program, including, but not limited to level of servic e
standards and travel demand measures, or other standards established by the county congestion
management agency for designated roads or highways .

Transportation/Traffic (c) No Impact
The project site is not located in the vicinity of an airport and would not result in a change,in ai r
traffic patterns . (See 15a.b for further discussion) . Therefore the project would not result in a
change in air traffic patterns, including either an increase in traffic levels or a change in
location that results in substantial safety risks .

Transportation/Traffic (d) Less Than Significant Impact with Mitigatio n
There are two ways to enter the winery . From Highway 101 and Arroyo Secco Road or as shown
below in Figure 13, the Doud Road exit from Highway 101 . The initial traffic report prepared in
1997 by Higgins and Associates did not analyze the Doud Road/Highway 101 exit as this' exit i s
believed to have been closed off by a private gate which is now open .
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Figure 13 : Doud Road and Highway exit

Doud Road and Highway 10 1
Caltrans conducted a safety study for the Doud Road/Highway 101 exit and concluded brash
removal was warranted at the Doud Road/Highway 101 exit to increase driver visability . Figure
14 below shows the area of Doud Road and Highway 101 where . brush removal was conducted
by Caltrans. The winery does not use the Doud Road exit for deliveries and employees ar e
directed to use the Arroyo Secco exit from Highway 101 (shown in Figure 5) .

Figure 14: View of Doud Road exit from Highway 10 1

The traffic report concluded that the winery and winery addition corridors are operating a t
acceptable levels . Further the proposed project will not create a significant impact on th e
operations at the Doud Road/Arroyo Secco Road intersection, nor the segment of Arroyo Secc o
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Road between Doud Road and Highway 101 and Doud Road and Highway 101 (shown in Figur e
13). As safety measure the following mitigation will ensure the Doud Road and Highway 101 are
not used by winery traffic .

Transportation/Traffic Impact MM #15-1 - Traffic Management Program for Employee s
and Truck Delivery Drivers prohibiting usage of Doud Road and Highway 10 1
The Doud Road/ Highway 101 exit is under the jurisdiction of Caltrans and Caltrans will b e
responsible for maintaining the brush along this exit for increased safety and visablity of drivers .
In order to ensure employees are not using the Doud Road/Highway 101 exit in the future ,
Kendall Jackson will incorporate a policy and employee training prohibiting the usage of thi s
exit with their ongoing training schedule . Trainings will. be conducted annually advising
employees not to use this exit. The applicant will provide verification of the training and polic y
implementation and measures for the approval of the Director of Public Works and Director o f
Planning .
Monitoring Actions (MM#15-1) :
Prior to issuance of certificate of occupancy the applicant shall submit a Traffic Management
Program which shall include but not be limited to the following :

a. A policy prohibiting truck traffic and employee circulation to and from the facilit y
through the Doud Road/Highway 101 exit;

b. Placement of signs in the trucker's lounge, employee lounge and other conspiciuo s
locations throughout the facility, specifically prohibiting truck and employe e
circulation through the Doud Road/Highway 101 exit ;

c. Placement of increased size signage along Doud Road and Highway .101 at locations
approved by Public Works and Caltrans, specifying usage of Arroyo Secco Road and
Highway 101 . exit for Kendall Jackson traffic ;

d. Thresholds of success of this program and how it will be measured for the next fiv e
years, which cats include specific trip reduction measures for the Dou d
Road/Highway 101 exit and internal monitoring of compliance .

Prior to final inspection the applicant, shall providé the Director of Public Works and Director
of Planning written verification/certification of the Traffic Management Program
implementation.
The applicant must submit a report to the Director of Public Works and Director o f
Planning annually for the first five years . The report shall include a statement that . the Traffic
Management Program: has been taught each year with documentation . of implementation. In .
addition, the , applicant will implement this program beyond the five years until such time as th e
required-suoeess-efthe-pr-ogr-am--has-been-achieved-with ongoing-oonsu-l-tâtion wiith--the-Director
of Public Works and Director of Planning .

Arroyo Secco Road and Highway 10 1
The Arroyo Secco Road and Highway 101 exit is functioning at a Level of Service B and wil l
continue to operate under this level with the winery expansion. As drivers exit Arroyo Sec o
Road to turn onto Doud Road there is no warning of the short acceleration distance and
immediate turn to. Doud 'Road. The traffic report made , safety recommendations for increase d
driver safety at this intersection including signage warning drivers of the quick turn onto
westbound Doud Road immediately exiting Highway 101 and pavement markings and/or a
warning sign designating two-way traffic . Markings will be implemented on the Highway 10 1
Southbound On-Ramp, prior to its intersection with Doud Road . Said markings will alert drivers
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that there is opposing traffic north of Doud Road. The deficiency is not considered significan t
but additional signage will provide for enhanced driver safety .

Both signage and pavement markings are considered maintenance and as a general condition o f
approval, the applicant will need to apply for and obtain an encroachment permit from CalTran s
for the Highway 101 Southbound On-Ramp prior to Doud Road and for Doud Road portion o f
the road, RMA Department of Public Works . Sitting and design of signage and pavement
markings/two-way traffic signage will be in accordance with the California Streets , and
Highways Code .and the Department of Public Works .

With the implementation of the Traffic Management Program for Employees and Truck Deliver y
Drivers prohibiting usage of Doud Road and Highway 101 and the standard conditions requirin g
maintenance of the Highway 101 and Arroyo Secco Road exit impacts resulting from hazard s
due to a design feature will be less than significant with mitigation .

Transportation/Traffic (e) No Impact
The Mission Soledad . Fire Department (South County) and the Monterey County Public Works
Department have reviewed the winery expansion and found all site improvements acceptable .
The expansion is accessible in the event of an emergency and no conflicts with adopted polices,
plans or programs promoting alternative transportation were found to exist . Therefore, there will
be no impact on emergency access .

Transportation/Traffic (f) Less Than Significant Impac t
The code would require the applicants to provide 169 spaces for the proposed addition . Below
Figure 15 shows the area of planned parking .

Figure 15 : Area of Proposed Parking for Addition
rr

	

*-..*so. .rr:*

Due to the seasonal nature of the operation of workers and in order to protect the otherwis e
productive agricultural use of the property the applicant is. proposing a reduction in parking to 4 7
spaces . The applicant is requesting a Use Permit pursuant to Monterey County Zoning Cod e
section 21 .58.050 given that the winery operation does not necessitate the number of parking
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spaces required. Although there is ample space for parking on the site, in this situation, due to
the seasonal nature of parking needed, additional parking spaces are not warranted . The project
site and proposed addition is not located in an area with an adopted policy or plan for alternative
transportation programs Therefore, the addition will not conflict with adopted policies, plans, or
programs regarding public transit, bicycle, or pedestrian facilities, or otherwise decrease th e
performance or safety of such facilities less than significan t

Potentially
Significant

Impact

17.

	

UTILITIES AND SERVICE SYSTEMS

Would the project:

a) ' Exceed wastewater treatment requirements of the
applicable Regional Water Quality Control Board ?

b) Require or result in the construction of new water or
wastewater treatment facilities . or expansion of existing
facilities, the construction of which could cause
significant environmental effects ?

c) Require or result in the construction of new storm water
drainage facilities or expansion of existing facilities, the
construction of which could cause significant
environmental effects?

d) Have sufficient water supplies available to serve th e
project from existing entitlements and resources, or ar e
new or expanded entitlements needed ?

e) Result in a determination by the wastewater treatment
provider which serves or may serve the project that i t
has adequate capacity to serve the project's projected
demand in addition to the provider's existin g
commitments ?

Be served by a landfill with sufficient permitted
capacity to accommodate the project's solid waste.
disposal needs ?

Comply with federal, state, and local statutes and
regulations ad to solid waste? .

Discussion/Conclusion/Mitigation : See Section IV.A.8 .
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VIL MANDATOR Y FINDINGS OF SIGNIFICANCE

NO'1'n : If there are significant environmental impacts which cannot be mitigated and no feasible projec t
alternatives are available, then complete the mandatory findings of significance and attach to this initial study as at
appendix . This is the first step for starting the environmental impact report (EIR) process .

Less Than
Significant

Potentially With Less Than
Does the project: Significant Mitigation Significant No

Impact Incorporated Impact Impact

a) Have the potential to degrade the quality. of the
environment, substantially reduce the habitat of a fish
or wildlife species, cause a fish or wildlife population
to drop below self-sustaining levels, threaten to
eliminate a plant or animal community, reduce the.
number or restrict the range of a rare or endangered
plant or animal or eliminate important examples of th e
major periods of California history or prehistory ?

b) Have impacts that are individually limited, bu t
cumulatively considerable? "Cumulatively
considerable" means that the incremental effects of a
project are considerable when viewed in connectio n
with the effects of past projects, the effects of other
current projects, and the effects of probable futur e
projects)?

c) Have environmental effects which will cause . .
substantial adverse effects on'human beings, either
directly or indirectly?

Discussion/Conclusion/Mitigation :

(a) Less Than Significant
The project as proposed and conditioned will not have the potential to degrade the environment .
Potential impacts to aesthetics, agricultural, air quality, geology/soils, hazards/hazardou s
materials, hydrology/water quality, and transportation/traffic will result from construction of the
proposed project, however conditions of approval are recommended to reduce potential impact s
to these resources to a less-than-si 'scant lever-(See Sections V1 above

(b) Less Than Significant
Construction of the proposed project will not significantly increase population in the area,
demand on utilities and services, increase in traffic and other cumulative subjects . The project
does not include any residential component which will not be population generating : The
proposed project has been reviewed and found to be consistent with the Local Area Plan .

The project would involve the addition of an 86,984 square foot barrel and tank storage buildin g
with office in an agricultural zoning which will not result in increased in air quality emissions in
the project vicinity, nor increases in traffic congestion as the project site . The winery is not open

■
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to the public for wine tasting and employee shifts are during ,off peak AM and PM hours, no t
adding to traffic congestion . A winery is an allowed use and. does not conflict with any area or
local plan. The level of emissions resulting due to project-generated traffic would not b e
expected to exceed air quality standards . Further, as identified in Section VI .3 - Air Quality, the
development of the proposed. project would not exceed applicable air quality standards as
established by the air pollution district . Given the use of energy efficient appliances and othe r
modern amenities the proposed project is not likely to substantially impact existing levels o f
greenhouses gases on a local, regional, or global scale .

	

.

Global Greenhouse Gases/Climate Change
When analyzing a project's potential to affect climate change, it is important to note that neithe r
CEQA nor current case law identifies thresholds or other direction in measuring or evaluating
the effect of individual projects on global warming. Accordingly, in the absence of applicable
methodology and thresholds, the significance of this project's effect on global warming canno t
be quantified. Overall, impacts related to global warming are considered less than significant
while there are no adopted or set standards for evaluating the indirect effects of projects do th e
overall environment .

Increased emissions of greenhouse gases due to developmental pressures have resulted in
multiple adverse environmental effects, including, sea level rise, increased incidence an d
intensity of severe weather events (e .g ., heavy rainfall, droughts), and extirpation or extinction of

;plant and wildlife species . Further, emissions contributing to climate change are attributable i n
large part to human activities associated with the industrial/manufacturing, utility, transportation,
residential, and agricultural sectors . Given the significant adverse environmental effects
associated with anthrop.ogenic climate change, increased emissions have. the potential to result in
cumulatively considerable air quality impacts and indirect biological and hydrological impacts .
The subject project is an addition to an existing winery and is designed to increase efficiency an d
production in an area zoned for agricultural uses . ,

(c) Less Than Significant with Mitigatio n
There is no evidence in the record that the project will cause substantial. effects to the
environment that either directly or indirectly affect human beings (Source : Sections IV and VI
above). Nevertheless, mitigations have been incorporated to . lessen any potential impacts as a
result of the addition to . a . less than significant level .

Tiaffc/Tr-ansportation Impaets-(1VM415-1):Although-the-traffie-r-eportprepared-by-Higgins
and Associates found that levels of service now and with the addition will not exceed thresholds
of service for regional and local segments, safety measures will be required . Additional traffi c
impacts were incorporated for enhanced safety and include maintenance of the Arroyo Secc o
Road and Highway 101 exit to Doud. Road and a mitigation requiring a Traffic Managemen t
Program to ensure the continued practice of winery employees and trucks not using the Doud
Road and Highway .101 exit . As a mitigation, Kendall Jackson will incorporate a policy and
employee training prohibiting the usage of this exit for winery traffic . The Traffic Management
Program trainings will be conducted annually advising employees not to use this exit and
monitoring will continue until the program is successfully implemented .
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Air Quality Impacts (MM #3-1) : To address the short-term construction related impacts air
quality associated with grading and building activities, the applicant, in consultation with a
construction manager, establish a Best Available Construction Management Plan pe r
MBUAPCD standards and shall implement the following special conditions prior to grading an d
shall also be included in the General Notes on the Proposed Grading Plans and the Buildin g
Plans for the Kendall Jackson expansion project grading and building permits respectively .

With the implementation of general conditions of' project approval and the satisfactor y
completion of the two required mitigations in traffic and air quality, the addition will not have a
negative environmental effect on human beings, either directly or indirectly .

VIII. FISH AND GAME ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENT FEES

Assessment of Fee :

The State Legislature, through the enactment of Senate Bill (SB) 1535, revoked the authority o f
lead agencies to determine that a project subject to CEQA review had a "de minimis" (minimal)
effect on fish and wildlife resources under the jurisdiction of the Department of Fish and Game .
Projects that were determined to have a "de minimis" effect were exempt from payment of th e
filing fees .

SB 1535 has eliminated the provision for a determination of "de minimis" effect by the lea d
agency; consequently, all land development projects that are subject to environmental review ar e
now subject to the filing fees, unless the Department of Fish and Game determines that th e
project will have no effect on fish and wildlife resources .

To be considered for determination of "no effect" on fish and wildlife resources, developmen t
applicants must submit a form requesting such determination to the Department of Fish an d
Game. Forms may be obtained by contacting the Department by telephone at (916) 631-0606 o r
through the Depaitment's website at www.dfg.ca.gov.

Conclusion : The project will be required to pay the fee .

Evidence:

	

Based on the record as a whole as embodied. in the Planning Department files
pertaining to PLN080089 and the attached Initial Study / Proposed (Mitigated)
Negative Declaration.

	

-

	

---
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EXHIBIT G

Comments on Mitigated Negativ e
Declaration



Page 1of 1

Negrete, Valerie x5227

From :

	

Jean Getchell [jetchell@mbuapcd .org ]

Sent :

	

Thursday, June 24, 2010 6 :44 PM

To:

	

cegacomments ; Negrete, Valerie x5227

Cc :

	

Kinison Brown, Taven M . x5173 ; Novo, Mike x5192 ; lricksen@mbuapcd .org

Subject :

	

PLN080089 :Kendall Jackson Winery Expansio n

Importance : Hig h

Valerie :

Existing PLN Numbe r
Table 1 on page 3 of the Initial Study compares Existing and Proposed elements of the project .
The existing project cited, PLN020316, is not Kendall Jackson. Instead, it relates to the development of a school
facility (see detail below that was copied from your website) .
Please provide the correct PLN for the existing Kendall Jackson project .

UNITY CARE PLN020316 680 HARRISON RD SALINAS AMENDED USE PERMIT (UNITY CARE ,
PLN020316) FOR THE DEVELOPMENT
SCHOOL FACILITY CONSISTING OF THREE MODULAR CLASSROOMS OF 960 SQUARE FEET EAC H
AND A NEW 23-SPACE PARKING LOT, ASSOCIATED WITH AN EXISTING RESIDENTIAL FACILITY .
THE PROPERTY IS LOCATED AT 680 HARRISON ROAD, SALINAS (ASSESSORS PARCEL NUMBER S
113-271-006 AND -008), GREATER SALINAS AREA .

Wine Production Subject to Air District Permitting Authorit y
The Initial Study did not mention that wine production in excess of 150,000 gallons/year is subject to Air Distric t
permit.
Current production is cited as 1,577,000 cases of wine per year, which is 3,627,121 gallons . The propose d
project would "increase the winery's capacity to produce red wines totaling approximately 2,300,000 total cases a
year", which would reflect a 45.84% increase in production .

However, nothing in the Initial Study disclosed what amount of the current production red wine represents, an d
what amount white wine represents (please see attachment from Kendall Jackson's website that advertises whit e
wines (Chardonnay)), so a comparison of existing production to proposed production cannot be done . The
significance of the distinction is reflected in the emission factor for red wine, which is 4 .6 lbs VOC/1000 gallons of
red wine fermented, whereas the emission factor for white wine is 1 .8 lbs VOC / 1000 gallons of white wine
fermented .

Please contact Lance Ericksen, Manager of the District's Engineering Division, to discuss any additional permittin g
requirements that might apply, if any .
Even if no additional permitting requirements would apply, a comparison of baseline emissions to what woul d
result from implementation of the proposed project should be included in the environmental document . Becaus e
the Initial Study did not adequately describe the proposed project or include information concerning the air qualit y
impacts of increased wine production that would enable a meaningful analysis, I suggest that information b e
added to the Initial Study before it is recirculated for review .

I am submitting these comments on the same day the Initial Study arrived at the Air District, to advise you of ou r
concerns and to decrease the delay that would be caused by recirculating the document .

If you have any questions, please let me know .

Jean Getchel l
Supervising Planner
Monterey Bay Unified APC D
24580 Silver Cloud Court
Monterey, CA 9394 0
(831) 647-9411 x 22 7

11/19/2010



LandWatch
monterey county

Post Office Box 1876
Salinas, CA 93902-1876

831-422-939 0
Website : www.landwatch.org
Email: landwatch@mclw.org

Fax: 831-422-9391

July 6, 2010

Valerie Negrete
Monterey County Planning Department
168 West Alisal St ., Second Floor
Salinas, CA 9390 1

Subject : Kendall-Jackson Winery Expansio n

Dear Ms. Negrete :

LandWatch Monterey County has reviewed the proposed project which is an expansion of a n
existing winery and includes construction of an approximate 87,000 square foot pinot noi r
processing plant with office and barrel storage room, with a 5,100 square foot administrativ e
office and the addition of 47 new parking spaces . We have the following comments :

Air Qualit y

1. While the project is a commercial project, it includes stationary sources of air pollutio n
related to fermenting and aging. VOC emissions should be quantified and compared t o
the District's thresholds of significance .

2.

	

Consistency of the project with the Air Quality Management Plan should be based o n
whether or not project VOC emissions have been accommodated in the emissio n
forecasts . ("CEQA Air Quality Guidelines, MBUAPCD", 2008, Sec . 5 .5) .

3.

	

Based on measures to mitigate PMI0 emissions (p . 19), the document concludes that the
project will not violate any air quality standard or contribute substantially to an existing
or projected air quality violation nor result in a cumulatively considerable net increase o f
any criteria pollutant for which the project region is non-attainment . This finding is only
applicable to PM I0 emissions and not other criteria pollutants which were not evaluate d
in the report.

4.

	

The document states (p . 19) the District is in attainment for PM 10. As shown on Table 2,
the District is non-attainment for the State standard . The document also states (p . 19) that
PMIO violations within the District are primarily due to grading and motor vehicl e
emissions. Entrained road used from unpaved non-agricultural roads (22 .64%) ,
prescribed burns (17 .40%), agricultural tilling (15 .68%) and fugitive windblown dust
from agricultural land (15 .10%) comprise the top four sources of these emissions . ("2005
Report on Attainment of the California Particulate Matter Standards in the Monterey Ba y
Region", MBUAPCD).

J

JUL 0 7 2010

MONTEREY COUNTY

PLANNING DEPARTMENT



Water

1 .

	

The document fails to quantify project water demand but yet finds the addition will hav e
no impact on groundwater supplies . Water demand should be quantified, and the
project's cumulative impact on the Salinas Valley Groundwater basin should b e
evaluated .

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the project .



MBUAPCD
Monterey Bay Unified Air Pollution Control District

	

24580 Silver Cloud Court
Serving Monterey, San Benito, and Santa Cruz Counties

	

Monterey, CA 9394 0
PHONE: (831) 647-9411 • FAX: (831) 647-850 1

Sent Electronically to :
CEOAcornrnents@co.monterey .ca.us
Original Sent by First Class Mai l

July 23, 2010

Ms. Valerie Negrete, Assistant Planne r
Monterey County Resource Management Agenc y
Planning Departmen t
168 West Alisal Street, 2 nd Floor
Salinas, CA 9390 1

SUBJECT :

	

MND FOR PLN080089 : KENDALL - JACKSON WINERY
SECOND LETTER

Dear Ms. Negrete :

1997 Negative Declaration and Zoning Administrator's Findings and Decisio n
Thank you very much for your recent transmittal of a copy of the "Findings & Decision" for Project No .
970170, which was approved by the Zoning Administrator on August 28, 1997, as well as the "Negativ e
Declaration" . Upon review, I was able to find the Air District's comment that was incorporated into th e
Initial Study. The District's comment specified, "District permits would mitigate any adverse air qualit y
impacts the project's stationary sources might have (Letter dated July 7, 1997 from Janet Brennan ,
MBUAPCD)", (page 5 of the Negative Declaration / Exhibit "D" / PLN 970170 / Rev . 01/27/93) .

Information regarding Proportion of Red / White Wine Production
	 Original Message	
From: Michael Imbriani [mailto:Michael.Imbriani@KJMAIL .COM]
Sent: Monday, July 12, 2010 4 :51 PM
To : Negrete, Valerie x5227
Subject : Re : FW: Jackson Family Estates MND
Just following up our conversation today, the proposed mix of reds v whites after the expansion would b e
approx 20% reds and 80% whites .
Also, our air quality permit to operate no is 13261 and the fermentation & storage tank list was last update d

on Feb 12, 2010 .

Richard A . Stedman, Air Pollution Control Officer



Permit Review by Air District Engineering Divisio n
I have provided a copy of these County documents and information from Kendall-Jackson to th e
Engineering Division . We appreciate the information you have provided, as it will assist us in reviewing th e
existing permit and the proposed expansion of production .

Best regards,

Jean Getchell
Supervising Planne r
Planning and Air Monitoring Divisio n

cc : Lance Ericksen, Engineering Division

Richard A. Stedman, Air Pollution Control Officer



EXHIBIT H

Applicant Correspondence Regarding
Production Data
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Negrete, Valerie x5227

From : Michael Imbriani [Michael .lmbriani@KJMAIL.COM]

Sent:

	

Thursday, October 21, 2010 2:31 PM

To :

	

Negrete, Valerie x5227

Subject : KJ Monterey - Emission Calculation s

Hi Valerie ,

As mentioned, we engaged Axiom Engineers to perform emission calculations with input from th e
production team at the winery . The attached files include harvest schedules, daily emissions and annua l
emissions for both 2009 & future production numbers . This is a far more accurate representation of ou r
harvest & fermentation schedules based on the increasing volumes of pinot noir .

As you'll see from the attached, the annual emissions are well within our current permit and in regards t o
daily emissions, we calculated a peak of 133 .6 lbs in 2009 (day 46) and a peak of 244 .79 lbs in the future
(day 27), showing an increase of 111 .19 lbs/day .

Apologies for the delay since our last conversations on this topic. Being harvest at the moment, it's been a
little challenging getting input from our production folks, pulling the data together and then performin g
the calculations .

Please forward the attached info- tithe AirQdality Côntrbl Districtfor cômmeht . Let me - knOW if there-ate--
any questions .

Cheers ,

Michael

Michael Imbrian i
Project Manager

Jackson Family Wines, Inc .
1190 Kittyhawk Boulevar d
Santa Rosa CA 95403
T: 707 836 2019
F: 707 837 2074
michael .imbriani@kjmail .com

1 1/22/2010



Kendall Jackson Harvest Schedule Future Emission Total s
Flat Rate Projection

Harvest Projection

Week One Week Two Week Thre e

Harvest Cycl e
Day No . 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

White Wine
Tons/Day Curren t
Gal/Day

100 150 150 200 250 300

17,500 26,250 26,250 35,000 43,750 52,500

Red Win e
Tons/Day Curren t
Gal/Day

200 200 250 250 300 300 1 350 350 350 400 500 500 400 400 350 350 300 300

33,0001 33,000 41,250 41,250 49,500 49,500 57,750 57,750 57,750 66,000 82,500 82,500 66,000 66,000 57,750 57,750 49,500 49,500

Total (Ton/Day) 200 200 250 250 300 300 350 350 350 400 500 500 500 550 500 550 550 1

	

600

Total(Gal/Day) 33,000 1

	

33,000 41,250 41,250 49,500 49,500 1

	

0 57,750 1

	

57,750 1

	

57,750 66,000 82,500 82,500 1

	

0 83,500 1

	

92,250 84,000 92,750 93,250 1

	

102,000 0

165 Gal per ton: Red
175 Gal per ton : White

1 0 /21/2010

	

KJ-HarvestSchedulesandEthanolEmissions-FUTURE-corrected .xls

	

1/ 3



KENDALL JACKSON WINER Y
YEARLY ETHANOL EMISSION RATE S

FUTURE

Product To be Fermented

White Grapes

	

13,342 Tons/Yea r

Red Grapes	 7,843	 Tons/Year

Total

	

21,185 Tons/Yea r

Wine Productio n

White Wine

	

2,334,792 Gallons/Yea r

Red Grapes	 1,294,138	 Gallons/Year

Total

	

3,628,930 Gallons/Year

Ethanol Emission Rates

White Fermentation

	

1 .80 Lbs Ethanol/1000 Gal Wine

Red Fermentation

	

4 .60 Lbs Ethanol/1000 Gal Wine

Yearly Ethanol Emissio n

Due To White Fermentation

	

4,203 Lbs Ethano l

Due To Red Fermentation

	

5,953 Lbs Ethanol/1000 Gal Win e

Total

	

10,156 Lbs Ethanol/Year
4.61 Tons Ethanol/Year



KENDALL JACKSON WINERY
YEARLY ETHANOL EMISSION RATES

2009

Product To be Fermented

White Grape s

Red Grapes

Wine Production

13,342 Tons/Year

2,843	 Tons/Year

Total

	

16,185 Tons/Year

White Wine

	

2,334,792 Gallons/Yea r

Red Grapes	 469,138	 Gallons/Year

Total

	

2,803,930 Gallons/Year

Ethanol Emission Rate s

White Fermentation

	

1 .80 Lbs Ethanol/1000 Gal Wine

Red Fermentation

	

4 .60 Lbs Ethanol/1000 Gal Wine

Yearly Ethanol Emissio n

Due To White Ferme

	

4,203 Lbs Ethanol

Due To Red Ferment 	 2,158	 Lbs Ethanol/1000 Gal Wine

Total

	

6,361 Lbs Ethanol/Yea r
2.89 Tons Ethanol/Year



EXHIBIT I

Comment from Jean Getchell date d
. November 15, 2010
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Negrete, Valerie x5227

From : Jean Getchell [jetchell@mbuapcd .org]

Sent :

	

Monday, November 15, 2010 1 :29 PM

To :

	

Negrete, Valerie x5227

Subject : Kendall Jackso n

Valerie :

District Engineering staff concur with the estimated 111 lb/day increase provided by the project applicant .
Accordingly, Lance Ericksen agrees that Kendall Jackson complies with the requirements of CEQA and Ne w
Source Review.

If you have any questions, please let me know .

Jean Getchell
Supervising Planner
Monterey Bay Unified APC D
24580 Silver Cloud Court
Monterey, CA 9394 0
(831) 647-9411 x 22 7

11/22/2010
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